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USG impeachment charges dropped

mostly
cloud

BYJEFFARNETT
The BG News
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opinion
i Columnist Jena
Lohrbach looks at the
usefulness of advisors.

I Editor Mike Wendling
examines controversial
News columns.

8 and nation 4
■ A pathologist testifies
that James Byrd Jr.
was alive when
dragged to death.

I With the First Lady
Hillary Clinton
considering a senate
run. others are joining
in the race.
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"We have to sit down as a committee and decide how
we want to word the letter of information."

i Senior swimming
teammates fight
through tough times.

The Internal Affairs committee of Undergraduate Student
Government acquitted the USG
executive board of impeachment
charges yesterday.
The committee said they
found no grounds to remove
them from office. The charges
alleged that the executive board
unethically spent approximately
$90 at Kaufman's Steakhouse last
semester.
According to Ashley Elder, a
member of the internal affairs
committee, said they decided to

Ashley Elder
a member of the internal affairs committee
send a letter of information. He
said a letter of information represents a decision by the committee that there are no grounds for
expulsion. Elder said executive
board members may or may not
have violated rules, but due to
the ambiguity of the situation, no
concrete decision could be made.
The Internal Affairs commit-

tee could have acted in two other
ways regarding the charges. The
most severe decision would have
been to send a letter of intent,
which would signify that
grounds for expulsion from USG
had been found, and that an
impeachment would proceed.
Another decision would have
been to send a letter of repri-

mand, which signifies that
wrongs were committed. It
serves as a warning to the
charged that future violations
could result in impeachment
proceedings.
The committee's decision
regarding the impeachment
charges, to send a letter of information, is the equivalent of a ver-

The BG News
The Board of Trustees voted
. 8-0, with one trustee missing,
yesterday to spend $2.2 million
to renovate Offenhauer West.
The passage of this proposal
will allow for internal improvements to be made to Offenhauer West, including the
installment of new carpet in
hallways and residence rooms.
The lounges will also be
remodeled to allow room to
provide space for carpet, paint
and microwaves.
Steve Bryan, chairman of the
financial affairs and facilities
committee, said the renovation
will not be structural, yet will
focus on bringing Offenhauer
West up to standard.
He said the project will also

involve painting the corridors,
the stairways and resident
rooms. Additionally, it will
involve upgrading lighting and
plumbing improvements.
The Offenhauer West project
is the first part of University
President Sidney Ribeau's proposal to spend $30 million on
renovating the residence halls.
The two other parts of Ribeau's
proposal include the construction of a new student union
and improving University technology.
"Offenhauer was chosen to
be renovated because it was the
one that was felt to be the least
up to standard," he said.
Bryan added that over the
past
several
years,
the

By AMYJOL. BROWN
The BG News
Tonight will be the start of a
series which will bring community leaders to the campus to
speak with students.
The
Presidential Lecture
Series will be held in 101
Olscamp Hall at 7 p.m. and will
focus on Leadership in the 21st
century. The series will honor
those students who have exhibited leadership skills, and will
bring one University graduate
back to talk to the students.

i See TRUSTEES, page six.
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The softball team
goes winless in Las
Vegas.

I The men's tennis
team splits weekend
matches.
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Page Three
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Check out:

News, web extras and a
whole lot more.
Want to get in touch?

bgnews@bgnet.
bgsu.edu
Your direct line to your
newspaper.
Or call us:

372-6966
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(above) Two students
wait for the elevator in
the Offenhauer West
hallway, which will
soon be renovated.
The renovations will
Include, new carpeting and lighting.

(left) No renovation
will be done to the
outside of the Offenhauer West Tower but
on the inside students
can look forward to
\ newly carpeted and
painted rooms.
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Photojournalists seek alternative programs
Students looking to expand career in photos find few options
By IRENE SHARON
SCOTT
The BG News

www.bgnews.
com
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a senior photojournalism major
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"Photos are the
integral part of the
newspaper."

■ •«
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Five years ago the photojournalism sequence was eliminated
and in May the last remaining
photojournalism student will
graduate.
Jason Suggs, a senior photojournalism major and a BG
News photographer, said despite
the elimination of the photojournalism sequence, the University
has been able to offer him alternatives.
In order to fulfill the requirements for his photojournalism
degree, Suggs did an independent study which was designed
by Dennis Hale, acting chairman
of the journalism department,
and Tim Gleason, a mass communication graduate student.
If individuals are really serious about photojournalism,
Suggs advises them to participate in independent study.
"Independent study is great
because you are working one-onone with an expert," he said. "It

"A good photo can really benefit a story
because that is the first thing people see.
Photos are just as important as the copy."
Jason Suggs
senior photojournalism student
is not your standard classroom
atmosphere."
Suggs also believes that students can benefit from the visual
communication
technology
(VCT) department.
"They don't do journalism but
they know a lot about cameras
and visual communication," said
Suggs. "The two go hand-inhand with journalism."
According to Hale, the photojournalism sequence was suspended because of low enrollment and because of not having
a regular faculty member teaching the photography classes.
"There were no more than
three or four students involved,"
he said. "There were more students who were outside the
sequence taking the [photogra-

• See USG, page six.

Series
focuses on
leadership
skills

Trustees vote to renovate
Offenhauer West Tower
By BRANDI BARHITE

diet of not guilty. Elder said that
the committee may still make
recommendations for the future
actions of the accused, but the
committee has not sent or written the actual letters of information yet.
"We have to sit down as a
committee and decide how we
want to word the letter of information," Elder said.
He added that the letters
would be sent and received by
Friday.
Even though the charges have
been essentially dismissed, USG

phy) class. A good number of
them were sport management
majors."
Despite the lack of photojournalism majors, Suggs emphasized the importance of having a
photojournalism sequence within a journalism program.
"Photos are the integral part
of the newspaper," he said. "A
good photo can really benefit a
story because that is the first
thing people see. Photos are just
as important as the copy."
Furthermore, it is important
that people know how to take
good photos, he said.
Matt Webb, academic counselor of the arts and sciences college, advises students who are
interested in photojournalism to
choose a major closely related.

Edward Reiter, senior chairman of Sky Financial Group, will
be the keynote speaker at the
reception.
"My message is to enjoy a
happier and better life," Reiter
said.
Reiter began to work for the
Sky Financial Group before its
named changed from the Mid
American National Bank and
Trust Co. in 1966 — 34 years ago.
He worked his way from a parttime teller to senior chairman of
the ■ ompany. He does not
attribute his success, though, to
any great ambition.
"It happened because I did
good work along the way," he
said. He suggested that students
just do their best everyday.
He stressed the importance of
a leader, someone who serves
others. From his own experience
of being a leader at his company,
he said it is important to take
care of the employees.
"Your job is to expand people's dreams," he said. "Their
values come into the company.
The greater opportunity they
have to be a part of it, the more
productive they will be."

He suggests majoring in journalism, if the student wants to make
photography a career. He said
Lee Hawthorne, a graduate
other alternatives include majoring in visual communication intern who helped organize the
and
technology
education project, said leaders aren't
always the ones in office.
(VCTE) or majoring in fine arts.
Webb believes students could
"Leaders come in many
still get adequate experience forms," she said. "Leadership
without an official photography
can come in a silent form also,
class.
such as in academics."
"Students who want to
become a photographer can
Hawthorne helped University
develop skills outside the class- President Sidney Ribeau and
room, such as at the newspaper," Eileen Sullivan, co-coordinator
he said. "The University offers of the series, prepare the Presienough basic classes."
dential Lecture Series.
Hale, believes students who
The series was established,
major in VCTE or fine arts still
she said, to bring quality speakget efficient teaching photography-wise. The type of photos ers and dialogue about higher
taken do overlap in some areas. education and the world we live
In journalism, photos taken are a in to the students and communifocus that goes with a news situ- 'yation. For instance, a photo of a
Before tonight's reception,
speaker, buildings and meetings. members of the Presidential
Art photography is more an Leadership Academy will mee'
artistic expression, abstract and with Reiter at Sky Financial anc
landscape. However, they do will have a small group session.
• See PHOTO, page six.
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"He will be directly involved
with students," Hawthorne said.
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editorial
This weekend, several events occured that drove home the fact
that Black History Month may be a relic of time: the production of
Flyin' West and the Cotton Club recreation.
High-quality events and productions like these (the affirmative
action debate two weeks ago, Mike Dyson's speech on rap and spirituality) should not be restricted to just one month of the year. The
same goes for events like Latinopalooza.
We recognize that the time and effort required to put forth just
one of these events is quite sizable, but the expectation shouldn't
come from simply groups like LSU, BSU, NAACP and others. It
should come from as high up as the administrative level and as low
down as the average student.
Black history, Latino history, women's history, Asian history,
every single ethnic, gender and sexual orientation group has a place
in American history. Obviously, the initial reason for having to make
months for the purpose of recognizing these groups was that they
weren't being recognized at all.
But in our society and at our University, where we supposedly
have a real and true commitment to diversity and recognition of the
various contributors to our history, taking only one month to hang
up posters telling us what contributions black men and women
have made to American history just doesn't seem right.
Everyone at this University and in this community would benefit from having events like what we've seen this month each and
every month. But we need the support from all campus organizations and administration to accomplish such a thing. Imagine what
a "premier learning community" BGSU would truly be if that were
to happen.

What do you think about months like
Black History Month, Latino History
Month, etc? Does the University properly
recognize them? Do we recognize them
too much, too little? Tell us what you
think at bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Letters to the Editor policy
Do you agree with all of this? The BG News encourages all student, faculty,
administrative and local Input from any and all people who have a strong opinion. The BG News will not dlscrimminate upon letters solely based on a person's opinion. We offer two avenues to people wishing to express his or her
opinion.
■ Letters (o the Editor. Lelters are to be less than 500 words (less than two
aped, double-spaced pages). These are usually In response to a current Issue on
ie BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be submitted as
Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Anonymous letters are not encouraged. The News will not print any letter or
Guest column without being able to verify the author. This will be accomplished
only If the author submits his or her name, academic major and year, phone
number and/or e-mail address. The News will consider printing a letter or column as anonymous only under specific situations in which the author may have
valid reasons to remain anonymous.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a written copy to 210 West Hall and
leave It in the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to
bgnewsiKbgner.bgsu.cdu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor".
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The
New; , ..o^rves the right lo edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
Copyright © 1999. The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without prior permission of The BG News Is
prohibited.
The BG News is an Independent publication founded in 1920 and is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the summer
semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG New*
staff.
The BG News encourages Its readers to notify the paper of any errors in
stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are final.
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Value of advisors questioned
When was the last time you
met with your academic advisor? (Do you even know who
your advisor is?) I was given
some advice before my freshman
year by a recent graduate:
"Avoid your advisor whenever
possible." I suspect that this
advice stemmed from her advisor telling her to take classes that
she later found out she didn't
need and postponing her graduation by at least one semester.
Recently, I've run into quite a
few people who are having
problems with their advisors
and the advice they're being
given, or not being given.
A friend of mine, who's graduating in May, received news
just' last week that she needs a
class credit yet — for a class that
hasn't been offered in at least
two semesters. She's not worried about getting 'the class
waived, but she's a little upset
that she can't arrange a time to
meet with her advisor. Her advisor's office hours are the hours
she's scheduled to work or in
class, and her advisor doesn't
seem to be willing to cooperate
to establish an appointment.
My friend was told he was
ineligible for methods,(the methods block is the group of classes
usually taken together the
semester before student teaching) because he is lacking two
math courses. The department
told him he should have checked

his checklist, even though he
went in to see his advisor about
which classes he still needed.
They don't even have a record
that he saw his advisor.
He quit a full time job to come
back to school. His job paid for
his classes until he quit; if he had
been told that he still needed
those two math classes, he could
have remained employed for
another six months and had
those classes paid for, too. His
advisor should have informed
him that he still needed those
classes. What's their job, if that's
not it?
Who are these people who
call themselves advisors? Are
they really advising? Or are they
just making it up as they go?
I asked some people who
have fairly high opinions of their
advisor what was so great about
her, and the general response
was that she (they were all referring to the same advisor) knew
how to help if you knew what to

ask.
That seems to be the brunt of
the problem. Sure, advisors may
be able to help out if you walk in
and say, "I need to know specifically this." But what if you don't
know what to ask? Most people,
go to their advisors to either
make sure they're on track, or as
a last resort when they're at their
wit's end about what comes
next.
I asked another friend of mine
what she thinks of her advisor.
She said that she hadn't had any
problems with her. Then, upon
reflecting, she said, "Well, I have
actually never met my advisor.
Every time 1 have personally set
up a meeting with her, I go to
meet her and she is out for a conference or something of the sort,
so I end up having to meet with
some guy... The guy has always
been helpful, but I think it would
be nice to actually meet my advisor. She is supposed to be there
to help me and it is pretty sad
that she never is."
Yet another friend of mine
says that her Latin advisor is
wonderful.
He took her majors (she had a
double major at the time) and
planned the next year for her
according to all of her requirements. Don't you wish all advisors would look that far ahead
and do so much? Students have
to look ahead. We have to plan

everything so that we can get 6u"t
of school and on with our
careers. Most of us want to sit
down no later than our junior
year and say, "OK, I still need
this and this and this, and I cajS
graduate May that year." Our
advisors look to the next semester, and rarely beyond that.
■•.
Advisors are here to help us,;
to make scheduling and plan-,
ning a little'easier. Cheryl, a
sophomore, says that she doesn'l
really like lo see her advisor,
because she's made to feel like
she's wasting his time. But that
is their job! They are here to
serve the students under their
guidance, to keep them on track
and help them make it through
college as painlessly as possible.
Students shouldn't be worried
that meeting with an advispj
will leave us wrongfuDj
informed or registered for classes that we don't need, "rj'r
switched to a program that we
didn't really want in the first
place. We shouldn't walk out of
a meeting feeling that we haven't
been told the whole truth, or that
there was a whole block of information they didn't want to relj
us, or that we're just wasting
their time.
.•
Jena likes to know site's not aloni
when bad stuff like being wrongly
advised happens to her; e-mail her at
jlohrb@bgnet. bgsu.edu

Discussion shouldn't be stifled
I have never before directly
addressed columns written by
other columnists.
I'm going to break that trend,
this week, however, because of
two controversial pieces that ran
on this page, on Friday, Feb. 12,
and Monday, Feb. 15.
The first article I'm referring
to is Jeff Gill's column, "Why I
don't like Valentine's Day." To
recap for those who may not
have read it, the column told a
story about the deaths of Gill's
grandfather and brother.
The text of that column was
entirely false, something that
isn't evident until you read the
italicized part of the article at the
end.
A nice piece of fiction, perhaps, but not suitable for a newspaper. Although Gill gave us all
a convincing story, it really didn't have much of a point, ironic
or otherwise. The column wasn't
suitable for a newspaper.
I'm not going to dwell on this
issue. Both Gill and Opinion
Editor Brian Taylor have apologized for printing the column,
and I will throw my apologies
into the mix. We made a mistake,
we'll admit it, we'll move on.
Opinions about Brian Taylor's
column on Feb. 15 is a bit less
clear. In "Masturbation shouldn't be shameful," Taylor set out
to address a topic not usually
written about in newspapers.
A lot of readers, I am sure,
had a knee-jerk reaction when
reading the headline. Masturbation, after all, is a taboo subject in
our society. And that's part of

y
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Taylor's point.
What distinguishes Taylor's
column from Gill's is that it had
a very definite purpose. In that
article, he noted:
-The lack of frank discussion
about sex in our society.
-Social disapproval heaped
upon one specific, very safe, sex
act.
-Double standards that apply
to male and female sexuality.
-The negative effects (shame)
that accompany a healthy, natural action.
What adds another level to
this column is that it was printed
on Presidents Day, a day when
thousands of high school students visit the BGSU campus. In
many of the letters and comments we received, references
were made to things like the
University's "image."
While I agree, on one level,
that the University should put
its best foot forward on days
such as these, I don't believe we
should misrepresent the truth or
somehow change the news for
the day. We cannot and should
not hide away anything that

might rub people the wrong way
or (gasp) make people think.
Looking at Taylor's column
objectively, as a reader father
than an editor, 1 might take issue
with some of his language. He
could have written the column
without phrases like "spunk"
and "circle jerk."
Overall, however, it is a very
well-thought-out, well-written
piece on a subject that is of some
importance in our society —
even if it is not written about in
the USA Today.
This also gets back to the philosophy behind a newspaper.
While our audience is diverse,
and includes faculty members.
Bowling Green residents and
"outsiders,"most of our readers
are students.
We must write for students.
Even on Presidents Day.
A student newspaper should
print stories about sex, because
students talk about sex. It should
also print stories about alcohol,
drugs and yes, masturbation.
This year, there has been or will
be stories on these and many
other topics that you might not
find in the Toledo Blade or The
New York Times.
Hopefully, we can handle
these subjects in a mature and
thoughtful manner, like Taylor's
column on Monday. If a little
humor in an opinion column
helps to drive the point home, so
much the better.
To those who think that Monday's page two might have hurt
the University's recruiting drive,
I would take issues with your

arguments.
Suppose a prospective stu;
dent were to read the headline'
"Masturbation shouldn't b$
shameful," and from that alone;
determine that BGSU was filled;
with perverts who talk about
disgusting things.
That is not the kind of student
that I want next to me in class. ■
Alternatively, wouldn't a Un
versify want to attract stude
who are open minded and wS
ing to look at diverse views I
diverse issues?
My guess is yes, and from <a >
conversation I had last week!
with President Ribeau, I know :
that he is in agreement with me;. ;
Thus I return to a key point of >
my own philosophy, and, ;IJ
believe, a philosophy of Thiet
News as a whole: that we shoulfi g
be responsive and reflective tb'J
students and the BGSU commij-1
nity. That we should err on thfe;
side of freedom of expression •
rather than bite our tongues cort-',
cerning sensitive issues. That j
our paper, and especially page ;
two, should be a place for operi, •
honest discussion.
That's the way it is, and than I
the way it should be.
Mike Wendling is editor-in-chief ■
of The News. His views are not 1
necessarily the views of The Newt ;
as a whole or of the Editorial Board. •:
Mike
can
be
reached
of '.
mikewen@bgnet.bgsu.edu. And yes, •;
everything in this column is entire]- I
ly true.
. j
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on the street

Females Only - How To Get Along Without The 'Only One'
dents of Bowling Green State
University - for Women! And
with spring poking it's nose
around the corner, that ain't
good! However, like they keep
telling us, there must be a bright
side to even this, so let's look
about and view the possibilities.

By Ginny Dalton
March 3, 1943
The Bee Gee News

Editor's note the following article
Ihcadlinc included!) is reprinted exactly from an old issue of the BG News bach when if was spelled differently
and only came out once a week The
"man-shortage" due to war recruitment puts the gender ratio on our
campus today (43 percent male to 57
percent female) in perspective. Of
course, the 'coeds' seem to have had a
more difficult time deqling with (he situation back in '43. Thankfully, times
have changed ...

First on the list, we find the
"escape" angle, by means of
hibernation, but that sounds
unpatriotic, and besides you
might miss something. Then
there's the old, but usually satisfactorily occupation known as
"wolfing"; however, with no
prospects, the percentage on
that drops to zero. So, amid
such discouragements, it seems
we will have to unearth something a bit more practical to lake
up this "time on our hands."

Design for living. - without a
man. (Boring, isn't it?) No
doubt, gals, the rapid decrease
of males about the campus has
come to your reluctant notice, as
it has to ours. Obviously, though
we hate to admit it, we remaining femmes will soon be stu-

Tuesday 2/23/99

To begin with, there's the little
chore (oh, but pleasant task!) of
writing to your fella, or fellas, as
the case may be, in the service
Who knows, you may be a
potential Waller Winchell-ess!
And by the way, think of the

events
by

Directed by G.W. Pabst. this
110-minute film was made in
1931. Part of the German Film
course. Open to all. Gish Film
Theater. Hanna Hall.

5:30 - 7 p.m.

World?

2343. State Room. 3rd floor
Union.

8 p.m.

A

Mardi

astronomers can tell us about

Cinema

(movie

look

ahead

to

what

the true end of the world billions

nights)

Dusty Baker
Junior
Integrated Lang. Arts
"Walls thicker, so the
neighbors couldn't
hear me getting
busy!"

Megan Musser
Freshman
Comm. Disorders
"Mac West; the ceiling is falling down.'

• People on me street is intended as an unscientific sample ot me student population Anyone
desperately hoping to be in this feature may tind it profitable to hang around the student union
around, say. seven-ish But you didn't hear it here

at

every Tuesday, same place,
same time; all are welcome! For
more information contact zberna@bgnet.bgsu.edu. BA 110.

Student Activist ot Berkeley. CA.
Free. BA 1008.
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CROSSWORD
HIGH: 28

HIGH: 37

LOW: 9

1
4

LOW: 18

9
14

peccadillo

15
16
17
19
20
21
22

Or Pail KfiacMrw

*/peck-ah-DILL-oh* (noun)
a slight offense
Ex«Mpl«i
herself
vixen,

Yvonne
a

considered

fiery,

but

in

dangerous

reality

her

escapades were mere peccadilloes,

nothing more adventur-

ous than a pilfered pencil.
Peccadillo

comes

from

the

Spanish "pecadillo," which is
the word for a small sin. The
Spanish

word

traces

further

back to the Latin root

How many species in the
Unites States are listed
as threatened and

11 is interesting to contemplate a tangled bank,
clothed tvilb many plants of
many kinds, with birds
singing on the bushes, with
various insects flitting
about, and with worms
crawling through the damp
earth, and to reflect that
these elaborately constructed forms, so different from
each other and dependant
upon each other in so a
complex manner, have all
been produced by laws acting around us.

"pec-

care," meaning to sin.

23

endangered?

25

•702 species of plants are
listed.

26

• 477 species of animals are
listed.

27
30
33

• 34 species of animals have
been proposed for listing.
(Data current as of January
31,1999)

-Charles Darwin, On the
Origin of Species

-source: www.fws.gov
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ACROSS
"Viva Vegas"
John Jacob or
Mary
Extra
Actress
MacGraw
Piece of
brtc-a-orac
Add up
Idea, in comics
Warning
Top point
Picnic pest
Sea urchin's
defense
With little energy
left
Like sailor's
stories
The Plastic _
Band
Dessert wines
Public vehicle
Islamic text

Among the quick
Order
Wanderer
Layabout
Ookxigor
darjeeling
65 Removes sWn
66 Untidy
67 Genesis boat
DOWN
1 Susan Dey TV
series
2 Mrs. Ralph
Kramden
3 Greek letter
•1 Step into

43
45
46
48
50
51
55

5 Base tor parquet
6 Genuinely
7Unctuous
8 Reiner or Lowe
9 Metal fasteners
10 Elected official
11 Be that as It may
12 Uncommon
13 "Desire Under
the_"
18 Protagonist
22 Heavy-hearted
24 Pen fluid

Expenses
Psychic's letters
Detergent
Copy
Santa _
Paint choices
Away from the

(a Democratic/Socialist/Fem-

30

54 Move furtively
55 Seniors' grp.
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PAGE THREE of The BG NEWS is Intended as a
source of non-vital information • as well as a
reprieve from stressful and/or boring daily minutiae. The material herein has been composed meticulously using various means to provide today's
most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All words
transcribed here are real; names have been
changed to protect the innocent and the unwitting.
Complaints, comments, ideas, materials, monetary
gifts, submissions, and other sorts of contributions
gladly accepted: please deposit in 210 WEST HALL
in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to
Mary Beth Murtha at marym@bgnet. bgsu.edu. I'll
probably look at it. Those whose material is worthy
will get to see It in print ... such reward.
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Action

Can the Environmentalists

BGSU

Snow.

Environmental

Group. A talk by Rodney Ward.

inist organization), veteran 1980

daily
Mostly Cloudy.

Presented by Anti-Racist Action
and

9 p.m.

Florette."

TOMORROW

tives?

9 p.m.

free! This week's film is "Jean de

BG ends the regular season by

TODAY

ism? What are our alterna-

Wednesday
2/24/99

tiles at the French House for

Basketball

Survive Global Capital-

The College Rebublicans meet

suggested. Planetarium.

of yeors hence. SI donation

French films with English subti-

7 p.m.
Northern Illinois

MORTMeering

Ben Levenhagen
Freshman
Elementary Ed.
"All of Mac West; it
needs it really badly."

Means meeting

Is This the End of the

DeKalb. Ill

Multicultural

contact Lisa Herod at 419/372-

Women's

8 p.m.

set for 7:06 p.m. central time.

Activities. For more information,

Pandora's Box

Risa Hatayoma
Freshman
VCT/Business
"One shower for each
person, and warmer
water-

Jay Lindner
Senior
Marketing
"A new weight
room, so I could
work out without the
hassle at the Rec."

So here we have a few basic
suggestions which, in their own
little way, should help to keep
Bee Gee's feminine stag line
busy, too busy to think about
the headache Sadie Hawkins'
Week is undoubtedly going to
be!

taking on the Huskies. Tipoff is

(Multicultural OrganizaSponsored

Come spring, outdoor sports
again stagger into the picture,
and you can always whisk away
the hours playing tennis, - or
something. Women are belter
opponents than men anyway,
cause you don't have to exert as
much energy As a last resort,
one jump ahead of utter boredom, it isn't hard to find some
sadly neglected lessons that
could use a polishing; in fact we
predict a distinct zoom upward
in grades as the male population
gradually declines.

If you could renovate
one part of your
residence hall, what
would it be, and why?

All these campus events and more can be found on the University webpage: http://events.bgsu.edu

tions Round Table)

4 p.m.

money you save, not buying a
new sweater, wilh nail polish
and lipstick to match for every
dance that comes along. The
increase in budget is amazing,
'tis said.

Sponsored by Senior Advisory Council

'&?i&rig&Gaj>MM*&ti
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Eye on Trial reveals new information
news

Pathologist testifies James Byrdjr. was alive when dragged to death

ompiled from staff and wire reports

The Associated Press
JASPER, Texas — Dragged
along a bumpy road by a chain
around his ankles, James Byrd Jr.
desperately shifted from side to
side to ease the excruciating pain
and was alive until his head was
torn off by a concrete drainage
duct, a pathologist testified Monday.
Dr. Tommy Brown took the
stand at the trial of John William
King, one of the three while men
accused of killing Byrd last June
because he was black.

IBLACKOUT
Loss of electricity hurts Argentina
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina — When the blackout struck,
Argentina's famously tender beef spoiled in the summer heat. Ice
cream melted, one homeless shelter sent 250 men away for lack of
light and even Congress lost power — electric power, that is.
Elevators stopped working, stranding the elderly and the handicapped in high-rise apartments. Pumps failed and soldiers in
fatigues doled out water as temperatures at the end of the Southern
Hemisphere's summer climbed each day into the 90s.
With Buenos Aires suffering its hottest days of the year, sweaty
traffic cops were left to direct the snarl in the streets once traffic lights
failed.

Prosecutors, who wrapped up
their case against King after 43
witnesses, need to prove Byrd
was alive when he was dragged
in order to prove kidnapping
and murder, which together

But the streets have been anything but quiet these days in Buenos
Aires, where pot-banging and tire-burning protests have erupted
Slightly over the power outage, which entered its second week Monday.

would
expose
the
white
supremacist to the death penalty.
"It's my opinion, while being
dragged, Mr. Byrd was conscious
and was attempting to relieve
the pain and injuries he was
receiving," said Brown, who
explained how Byrd's heels were
ground to the bone.
"I think we all know how
much brush burn abrasions, like
if you fall and slide on a surface
with your hands — that's very
painful — and this would have
been very painful to him. He
would probably swap one portion of his body for the other, trying to get relief as he was being
dragged."
Brown said Byrd's fatal
wound occurred about two miles
into the grisly journey in the

early morning hours of June 7
when his head slammed into a
concrete slab covering the gutter
at the foot of a driveway.
The pathologist said there was
no way to determine whether
Byrd was still conscious when
his head hit the culvert.
King's father and a female relative left the courtroom even
before the pathologist testified.
Some family members who
stayed cried.
Hours later, the defense rested
after calling three witnesses who
testified for less than a hour.
King did not lake the stand.
Closing arguments are scheduled for Tuesday.
The defense witnesses included a convicted burglar and sexual offender, John Mosley, who

made some of the tattoos on
King's body that prosecutors say
are evidence of his seething
racial hatred. Mosley said the tattoos "looked cool, that's all."
Another defense witness,
Dennis Symmack, who hired
King for construction work, said
King was well-educated about
the Klan and didn't like blacks.
Before defense attorneys
began their side of the case, the
jury watched an 11-minute video
authorities made the day after
Byrd's body was found. The
video retraced the nearly threemile dragging route.
The jury of 11 whites and one
black studied most intently 14
crime-scene photographs, delivered to them individually in
black folders.

Check out our BEST two bedroom apartments...
ASHDON APARTMENTS
850 Scott Hamilton Dr.
Get a deluxe, fully furnished apartment at a great price!
The ASHDON APARTMENTS can easily accommodate up to four people and have been
totally renovated with new carpet linoleum, blinds & fresh paint.
Huge rooms. Large storage closets. Central air. Private Parking. On-slte laundry
t600/month
Tenants pay electric only!!!

Don't waste your time looking at apartments that can't compare...
Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management • 641 Third Street. Suite 4. BG • 3R?-43ftn
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Fashions from the pages
of the J.Crew catalog
discounted up to 70%

Wednesday
Ladies Night
Douglas Silk and the Skin Deep Dancers
Wednesday February 24th
9pm - l Ipm
Tickets available in advance
Doors open to guys at 10:30. We're the only bar thai will have
AA 250+ women Wednesday night. Take over where Skin Deep left off.
Wednesday March 3rd
Best Tan and Best Body Contest for Guys and Girls

.#*■

February 23 - February 27, 9am-9pm
February 28. 9am-5pm
Free Admission
J Oper^to the Public

loledo, Oil 43623
We accept VISA. Mastert.'ard. American Express .
(.Crew credit cards, cash and personal
-with proper uicMifi
Directions: T.tei
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GHEENBRIAR, INC
Time is Running Out On Columbia Courts...
•A/C
• Newly remodled with
fire places available
• 4 or 5 person
• Starting at $775.00

...Get Them
While They Last!
Checkout our Website for a
complete listing of all our
properties.
www. wenet. org/~gbrental

224 E. Wooster
GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717
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First Lady in Senate race could add spice
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON —New York
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani says a
decision by Hillary Rodham
Clinton to run for the Senate
from New York would only add
to his desire to enter the race.
Other Republicans also gave
notice that the first lady would
face a rough-and-tumble battle
for the seat. It's the kind of race
that lovers of politics "kind of
salivate over," former Sen.
Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y, said
Sunday.
A growing number of Democrats are urging Mrs. Clinton to
run for the Senate seat that opens
up next year when Sen. Daniel

Patrick
Moynihan,
D-N.Y,
retires. She has said she is giving
serious thought to the idea, and
President Clinton has said he
would support her if she decides
to run.
Recent polls put her ahead of
Giuliani, who also has yet to formally enter the race, but both
sides agree it would be a bruising affair where Mrs. Clinton
would have to sacrifice her privacy and face attacks over
Whitewater, her support for liberal causes and her statement
last year in favor of a Palestinian
state.
"I can tell you it's no walk in
the park," former Democratic
Rep. Geraldine Ferraro, who

twice lost bids for a New York
Senate seat, said in an interview
with Time magazine. "The
tabloids try to eat you alive every
day. Much worse, they go after
your family."
Giuliani said he would be
more inclined to run if Mrs. Clinton is his opponent. "It would be
the most focused-on race in the
country," he said on CNN's
"Late Edition." "Starting off
from the underdog position
would probably be a good thing
from my point of view."
D'Amato, who lost his seat
last November after a bitter battle with Democrat Charles
Schumer, said on "Fox News
Sunday" that trying again next

year was "certainly very tempting." He said there were at least
two other attractive Republican
moderates who could run successfully against Mrs. Clinton —
Reps. Jack Quinn and Rick Lazio.
Mrs. Clinton would be formidable but "this is not a laydown," D'Amato said. He speculated that the longer she waits to
make her decision, the more likely it was that she will run.
Republicans "are actually relishing the battle," he said.
One Democrat who thinks she
shouldn't is former White House
aide George Stephanopoulos,
who, in an open memo to the
first lady in this week's
Newsweek, wrote that "White-

water, billing records, cattle
futures, the travel office and Castle Grande (real estate development) will all be back. ... Do you
really want to spend your last
year in the White House reliving
the most painful episodes of
your tenure?"
But Rep. Nita Lowey, D-N.Y,
who has expressed her interest in
the Senate seat, said she would
gladly give up her plans to run if
Mrs. Clinton enters the race.
"If she decides to run I will
support her enthusiastically,"
she said on Fox, adding that "it's
just a week after the impeachment is over and she deserves
the time she needs" to make that
decision.

Lawmakers push policy to curb discrirninatiori in advertising
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The government is
urging advertisers and broadcasters to
adopt a system to prevent advertisers
from discriminating against radio stations
owned by or geared to minority listeners.
Vice President Al Gore and Federal
Communications Commission Chairman

Bill Kennard are making the pitch Monday at an advertising conference in New
York.
Their challenge responds to a report,
issued by the FCC last month, that said
advertisers often bypass or pay less
money to minority-owned radio stations
or stations targeting black or Hispanic listeners.

At the conference, Kennard plans to
suggest that the industries develop a voluntary code guided by, among other
things, the principal of "fair competition,"
said FCC and administration officials,
speaking on condition of anonymity.
"Diversity of voices and views is a pillar of our democracy," Gore says in

remarks prepared for delivery to the con-

Time also quoted Rep. Charles
Rangel, D-N.Y, who is urging
the first lady to run, as saying he
discussed the matter with Cliri»
ton when he joined him on an
Air Force One flight to Mexico
last week.
"He was more excited than
I've ever seen him about anything," Rangel said.
No one on the Sunday news
programs, including the Repute
licans, made much of the fact
that Mrs. Clinton, raised in Illinois and a longtime resident of
Arkansas and Washington, has
not lived in New York.

B&B
Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount

ference via satellite. "That is why we must

w/Student ID

ensure that our airwaves provide opportunities for all Americans."
The challenge is intended to be a "starling point" for the industry to consider, the
officials said.
There s a whole world

The outside world does exist.

Face it. Things aren't making sense.

The World and Nation section: news from everywhere but here. Every
weekday, in The BG News.

Crossword, word of the day, weather, and sheer absurdity. Every
weekday, Page Three, In The BG News.

out there.
Explore it with ContiUi

•Oil Change $19.99*
*most vehicles

• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop Rd
B&B
Bowling Gieen, OH
353-2526
Free Towing it we
do the job!
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BGSU

Scholarships Based
on Involvement
Applications for SICSIC and Gerald Saddlemire
Scholarships are now available in the Office of
Student Life, 405 Saddlemire Student Services Building.
The minimum $1,000 Saddlemire Scholarship is for a
current Sophomore who is involved both on campus and
with community projects. The $500 SICSIC Scholarship
is for a current Freshman, Sophomore, or Junior and is
based on involvement in co-curricular activities.
Both Scholarships require a minimum 3.0 GPA.
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Hope and
Lifetime Learning
Tax Credit Information

London $182
Madrid $222
Vienna
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Paris $214
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Watch BG 24 News!

Weekdays at
5:30. 10:30, and 7:30am
on cable channel 24

with

Tom Click

ID.

CUE: CoaacU

OH iMmutainl

LducilioMl Exdunft

Got Questions > Call us at 372-2826
You can also win free passes
to JJ's Aqua Loungel

Ui

I -800-2Council

See what's happening in the
campus and surrounding
community on Bowling
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vrvvtis '. ,
only live television news
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FOR FACULTY and STAFF at BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

HIGH MARKS FROM
MORNINGSTAR, S&P, MOODY'S,
MONEY MAGAZINE AND BILL.
We take a lot of pride in
gaining high marks from the

are among the lowest in the insurance
and mutual fund industries.***

major rating services. But the fact is,

With TIAA-CREF, you'll get the

we're equally proud of the ratings we

right choices—and the dedication —to

get every day from our participants.

help you achieve a lifetime of financial

Because at TIAA-CREF, ensuring the

goals. The leading experts agree. So

financial futures of the education

does Bill.

and research community is something
that goes beyond stars and numbers.
We became the world s largest

TIAA-CREF can help you build
a comfortable, financially secure
tomorrow, with tax-deferred annuities,

retirement organization by offering

mutual I'UIKIS, IRAs, insurance and

people a wide range of sound invest-

more.

ments, a commitment to superior
service, and operating expenses that

To find out more, call us at
1877ARP-OHIO.

www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.9

"Source: Morningstar, Inc.. Principia Variable Annuities/Lift U/30/98 ■ 'These top ratings are based on TIAA's exceptional financial strength, claims-paying ability and overall operating performance. '"Standard &• Poor's Insurant! Rating Analysis,
1998; Upper Analytical Services. Inc.. Liffer-Dirtcurs' Analytital Data, 1998 (Quarterly). CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account arc distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more complete
information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, extension 5509, for the CREF and TIAA Real Estate Account prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send money.
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TRUSTEES —
Continued from page one.
Founders and Kreischer Quadrangle have been renovated
under other initiatives.
Bryan also said the project is
not expected to considerably
affect room rates.
"Room rates may raise $70 to
$80 per semester, yet with enrollment increase it may mitigate
that cost," he said.
The renovation will begin this
summer and be completed by
the end of the summer of 2000.
Megan Bielecki, a resident
advisor for Offenhauer West,
said she is glad to hear that
Offenhauer is going to be renovated.

"I am glad it is going to happen," she said. "The lighting is
definitely an issue in Offenhauer.
The carpet also needs to be
replaced."
During the meeting Bryan
also outlined a tentative schedule for the construction of the
new student union. He said both
the internal and external design
of the union has been agreed
upon. He said construction will
begin Feb. of 2000 and be completed by the fall of 2001.
Michael Walsh, director of
admissions, also discussed the
growth of the Presidents Day
Open House held Feb. 15. He
said over 2,400 students participated in the open house. In 1997

only 1,178 students attended. He

This USG bill proposed that
the days taken off for a fall break
instead be added to the Thanksgiving holiday, so students from
long distances away would not
have make an extra trip just for
the short four-day break Faculty
Senate suggested.
Others claimed that an
extended break at Thanksgiving
would be too late in the semester
to help reduce the stress-related
problems the proposal aims to
relieve.
Several bills were also intro-

duced that dealt with parking

attributed the growth to the dedication of students and faculty to
make prospective students feel
welcome.
"It was a combined effort to
make this day a success," he
said. "We try to build enrollment
one student at a time."
Steve

Richardson,

provost

for

vice

undergraduate

affairs, agreed.
"The faculty and students
really knocked themselves out,"
he said.

USG
Continued from page one.
president Kevin Hussey still said
that he would personally pay for
the expenditures that started the
scandal. Hussey suggested that
the funds allotted to executive
contingency in the budget be
reallocated to more productive
causes, such as co-sponsorships.
In addition to closing the
impeachment charges, the USG
Assembly dealt with other
issues, including the fall break
suggested by Faculty Senate.

Tuesday, February 23, 1999 _ I

problems and handicap access to
University services. Debate and
voting on those bills are expected
next week.
USG General Assembly meetings can be seen on Wood Cable
24 at 11 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays.

arancgaa

Continued from page one.
portrait as well. Portrait photos
often correspond with something a photojournalist would
do, Hale said.
According to Larry Hatch,
chairman of the visual communication and technology education
department, the VCTE program
is a slightly different from of
photojournalism. The VCTE program is geared towards business
and industrial work. Students
can specialize any of the mediums offered. The mediums are
photography, digital media,
print and multi-media. Basically,
their focus is on taking care of
communication-related
problems.
Jill Wesolowski, a sophomore
scientific and technical communication major, said VCTE photography classes are both journalistic and artistic.
"VCT photography classes
focus on a blend of artistic and
journalistic values," Wesolowski
said. "VCT photography class
teaches the students how to use
photo shop and other available
software to manipulate photos.
This process can turn a mediocre
photo into a work of art, or a
clearer portrait or reality, or
both."
Webb believes that either a
major in VCTE or fine arts, along
with a minor in journalism can
provide advantages.
"Art photography, skills are
more of a vocational'component
with an emphasis on artistic
expression," he said. "VCTE
gives students a solid set of skills
because they are most likely to be
working with various forms of
technology which expose them

to current technology."
Gleason believes there is a difference in classes offered by the
photojournalism sequence versus a VCTE and Fine Art.
"The training is different," he
said. "They all have the same
mental spot but takes different
directions."
VCTE is more commercial oriented and art is more self-creation and something that will be
used for an exhibit, said Gleason.
The original photojournalism
sequence was comprised of journalism core classes and three
courses that specialized in photography. The areas that were
covered in this sequence were
beginner's photography, photo
editing and color.
For now, journalism is comprised of three sequences —
print, broadcasting and public
relations. However, the University still offers basic photography
classes. These includes basic
photography, advanced photography and visual editing, Hale
said.
Despite the elimination of the
photojournalism sequence, it
was successful when in existence, Hale said.
"There is no question that the
BGSU journalism program has
graduated some outstanding
photojournalism people in the
past, particularly under the
direction of Jim Gordon, who is
in the BG photo book and is the
current editor of News Photographer magazine, " he said.
Hale said some University
graduates now work at the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, New
York Times and at National Geographic.
Hale admitted though that

not having a photojournalism
sequence hurts student publications.
■*
"It is absolutely essential that
we have a group of productive:
and talented photojournalism.,
here if we are to publish a quality BG News, Key, Miscellany and-.
Obsidian," he said. "Photos, art;illustrations and infographics are,
more important than ever in
journalistic enterprises."
.,;
Webb disagreed. He does not.
think that the lack of a photojournalism sequence effects the..
University's publications pi
yearbooks and newspapers.
"A lot of the photography stur.;
dents come to the University,
with strong talents and expert-,
ence from high schools and other
places," he said.
^
Whether the University has a,
formal
photojournalism,
sequence or not, one of the goals
of the journalism department is
to have help for photojournalism .'
students.
"It would be nice to have *■ ',
faculty member who is expert- I
enced in photography and '
graphics," he said.
In closing, Gleason believes,
that colleges eliminating photo-]
journalism sequences is becorrr-1
ing a trend
"BGSU is not alone," he said. .'
He said the issue is that there;
is not enough money to finance!
these programs, which is why;
they are often suspended..
"In order to keep any program;'
running there have to be so;
many majoring and so many;
interested.," Gleason said. "UnH
versities may still offer classes
but there is not a constant sup-;
port."

H

Read the BG News daily !!!

GREENBRIAR, INC.
—EAST MERRY AVENUEAPARTMENTS

516 and 522 E. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedroom, 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers
and garbage disposals.

BACH
ft f\

—FIELD MANOR—
APARMENTS

Tomorrow's Healthcare Facility Today.

519 Leroy Avenue, 542 and 560 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 2 bedrooms, 2baths, furnished. Units have
dishwashers and garbage disposals.

I Accepting Group Insurance Medicare
Mcdicni'). Woikcis Compensation. Auto
Accident and Personal Injury Cases

—FRAZEE AVENUEAPARTMENTS
818 I hurst in. 624, 670 and 656 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have
dishwashers and garbage disposals.

3 man rate still available
$675/mo.+ Electric (4 person rate)
$600/mo + Electric (3 person rate)
website www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

Good Afternoon,
I'm selling..."
(CLICK!)

T

CALL TODAY!
When: February 27-26th
Time: 4AM - 11PM
Cost: $25 I3ur5arable (Includes Transportaion and
Hotel Room) $64 For Lift Ticket In
Ca5h/Credit Card
HOW: Sign Up In The UAO Office S>y Wednesday.
Feb. 24,1999 (330 Union)
QUESTIONS?
Contact Mike Ngim At The UAO Office
372-2343 Or NG1M@5GNET

*•••** •••••••••••

"tffiS*
38
Has FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE
for ALL Residents

Get .< job with UniGraphics and get reconnected in design.
Not only will you recicvc real world experience, but also
a chance to build your portfolio with printed pieces.
So if you're tired of getting cut off, get your portfolio
together and call between Feb. 2 2-Mar. 5 to set up an interview.
Make a sale - Sell yourself

Furnished & Unfurnished
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Free Heat and Water
1 & 2 Full Baths
2 Swimming Pools
24 hr. Maintenance
On-site Laundry Facilities
New Appliances

Call today 352-9135
Ask about our fall listings

UniGrciohks
211 Woi Hall • BGSU • Phont: 372-7418

*

Treating:

Winthrop Terrace Apartments

SAME OLD JOB
HANG UPS?

iV

al & Joint Rehabilitation
By Medical Doctors
And Chiropractors

400 Napoleon
•••••••••••••••••

Bowling Green
J. Smith, M.D.

354-6166

• Back. Neck & Joint Pain
• Difficult & Chronic
Cases Accepted

P. O'Shea, DC.

NEWIPVE
Rentals
332 S. Main St.
352-5620

320 Elm #A-C $390.00 1 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
320 Eim #D $395.00 I bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
320 Elm #F $695.00 2 bedroom Furnished
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
401 & 407 S. Enterprise #C 1 bedroom Unfurnished
Free Water & Sewer
401 #B & 407 S. Enterprise «A&B 2 bedroom Unfurnished.
Free Water & Sewer
709 Fifth St. 1,2,43 Unfurnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $495.00
709 #5-12 Unfurnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $530.00
801 Fifth St. #1,3,9,7 Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom
$430.00 Free Water & Sewer
803 Fifth St. Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom
$430.00 Free Water & Sewer
309 High St. #1,2,3,4,6,7, & 8 Furnished and unfurnished 2
bedroom Free gas heat, water & sewer. $495.00
114 S. Main St. #1 $360.00 1 bedroom, #3 $335.00 1 bedroom,
#6 $360.00 1 bedroom, #10 $360.00 1 bedroom All unfurnished
117 N. Main St #2 $350.00 1 bedroom, #3 $280.00 1 bedroom, #6 $320.00 1 bedroom, #7 $385.00 1 bedroom #8
$260.00 1 bedroom, #9 $355.00 1 bedroom, #10 $380.00 1
bedroom All unfurnished
507 E. Merry #5 2 bedroom furnished. Free water & Sewer.
$565.00
824 Sixth St. #1-8 2 bedroom unfurnished. $480.00 Free Gas
Heat, Water, & Sewer
843 Sixth St. #2-4 2 bedroom 2 bath $445.00, #5-12 2 bedroom 2 bath $475.00 All unfurnished
128 W. Wooster #D-F 1 bedroom unfurnished $275.00
920 E. Wooster 2 bedroom furnished apartment
$690.00 Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer
1024 E. Wooster #Rec Room, 2 bedroom furnished Free Gas
Heat, Water, & Sewer
NEWIPVE
Ktnlit!

Come visit our website at
w««^newloverealit*coin

fa^
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Texas governor George Bush gains support
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Texas Gov.
George W. Bush is a hot commodity at the National Governors' Association meeting, with
many of the 30 other Republican
state executives urging him to
enter the 2000 presidential race.
Bush, who was joining his fellow governors at the White
House today for a roundtable
meeting with President Clinton,
says he'll announce next month
whether he'll seek the office once
held by his father. But many governors believe a bid by Bush,
who leads the GOP field in early
polling, is imminent.
"I believe he should (run)
because the support is there;
therefore, I believe he will,"
Michigan Gov. John Engler, who
has been buttonholing governors

on Bush's behalf, said Sunday.
Connecticut Gov. John Rowland predicted that more than
two-thirds of the GOP governors
would rally swiftly to Bush's
side if he enters the race. "He is
our best candidate, undoubtedly," Rowland said. A senior Bush
political adviser, speaking on
condition of anonymity, concurred with the two-thirds estimate.
Mindful of the large pool of
Republican White House hopefuls, some say it's premature to
issue endorsements.
"Right now, I've got a senator
in Arizona that's running and a
former vice president in Arizona
that's running. And I'm staying
neutral," said Arizona Gov. Jane
Hull, referring to Sen. John
McCain and former Vice President Dan Quayle.

Two governors, Mike Huckabee of Arkansas and Don
Sundquist of Tennessee, are
working for former Tennessee
Gov. Lunar Alexander, who ran
for president in 1996 and will try
again. And Wisconsin Gov.
Tommy Thompson hasn't ruled
out his own bid.
Others are jumping enthusiastically into Bush's comer.
"I just know that in my heart,
of all these very fine candidates,
George is the best of the best,"
said Oklahoma Gov. Frank Keating, chairman of the Republican
Governors Association.
Bush, who allowed last week
that he is "warming to the task"
of running, said he is gratified by
the support. But, he added: "The
fact-gathering of one weekend is
a part of a decision-making
process that's going to take

awhile to come to final resolution."

say that the rumors I'm hearing
around here are totally ridiculous, and I would hope that the
Washington press corps would
he careful about gossip and
rumors."
Engler
said
no
formal
endorsements are expected at the
governors' meeting, which concludes Tuesday after today's
White House meeting and a dinner for Clinton. The president
played host to the governors
Sunday night.

At a news conference with
Texas reporters. Bush said he is
sticking to a timetable that calls
for him to make his announcement next month.
"This decision is one of the
heart and one of the head. And in
the heart, as I've made it clear the
last couple of months, I'm reconciling what this decision means
with my family," said Bush,
whose 17-year-old twin daughters have expressed reluctance
about being exposed to the
national spotlight.

Bush and Engler advisers said
the Michigan governor, who
talked strategy with Bush over
breakfast Saturday, is laying the
groundwork for endorsements
and campaign help if Bush takes
the plunge. That help would be
invaluable, Oklahoma's Keating
said. "The Republican governors
are the leaders of their parties in

Personal scrutiny appears
chafing at times to Bush himself.
He said Sunday that he will
not expand on his earlier refusal
to discuss whether he has ever
used drugs, but added: "I will

their states. I think it would be an
enormous advantage."
Bush met Saturday with
potential presidential campaign
donors, part of his camp's effort
to build a fund-raising base that
can be triggered the day he
announces his intentions.
With the Texas Legislature in
session, Bush said he won't be
traveling to New Hampshire,
Iowa or other states with early
primaries or caucuses. In a sign
of his popularity, however, delegations from other states have
traveled to Austin to pay
homage. He already has welcomed elected officials from
Iowa, New Jersey and South Carolina, and more are coming.

BG RADIATOR

Spring Service Specials at
jtomotive r— Service Centers
Receive a 10% D'scount with BGSU Student I D.
Bring in this ad and get a $15.95 Oil Change or $5.00 off service
For all your Automotive needs:
• Brakes
• Tune Up
• Exhaust
• Diagnostic
• Tires
• Lube, Oil & Filter
• Batteries
• Alignment

Complete Service on

A/C & Heater Repair
Water Pumps Hoses and Belts
Radiators for:
Farm Equip.[Combines Med. to H. Duty
Trucks
Industrial
Parts and Labor
Guaranteed 1 Year
Modine Radiator Gold

GREAT LAKES FORD/NISSAN
LUBE, OIL & FILTER SPECIAL
Includes:
*Up to 5 quarts of oil
'Excludes diesels
Present coupon wnen order is written

S1995

FREE 25-POINT INSPECTION
A visual inspection of many
important safety and driveability items.

Exp Mar 31

(with any service repair) Exp Mar 31

Free Shuttle Service Available

Card Lifetime Guarantee

Vehicle Service Right The First Time

275 S. Main Street, Bowling Green
419-353-3060

FOR A BETTER PRICE
Call 352-5133
FREE TOWING

GREAT LAKES Bowling
FORD/NISSAN
I
Rt. 25 N., Bowling Green, Oh.

All Major Credit Cards Accepted
E3 We Employ Technicians Certified by ASE

Hours:
Mon-Fri. 7:30-6:00

353-5271
Toledo 246-9592

520 S. MAPLE, BQ

5li

(4) TIRE ROTATION
AND BALANCE
ONLY

i r

LUBE, OIL & FILTER
SPECIAL
ONLY

$14.i.95

$21.95

Prwni ""» coupon lo 'Klov* MMdal pneo ■MOM can. Can lor
•PI"""™™ • E«pir»l"S-31-»B

COOLING SYSTEM
CHECK
ONLY

$39.95
Flush / Fill

CU tor appointment • E<M S-JI -ga

Compt«l«
•i« «i|
•xam-n«ion of:
• WatVw Fluid • Powwr SlMnng Fluid
• Automatic Transmtssion Fluid • B <ake Rmd
•VploSqlt moitcar*
Cal for ■pportmsnt -Enprat 5-31-99

I I

i r
i
i
i
i
i

i
i
i
i
i

MAINTENANCE
TUNE-UP SPECIAL*
4 Cylinder - $ 32.95
6 Cylinder - $ 36.95
8 Cylinder - $ 39.95

INCLUDES Analysts of starting, charging, & engine system
PLUS we set timing & install new spark plugs
Call lor appoinment-E-oi'tjs 5 31-99

WRIGHT TIRE & AUTO CENTER
WE
EMPLOY

ASz

^&«|i'«a=v.5Ki1S^iiJ

352-0387

NEW LOCATION
1089 N. MAIN

AutoCare
Center

BEHIND NAPA

24
Hour
Wrecker
Service

feMS

Servicehlours^AonJ-r^^rn^Spm^a^^rn^

ALL MAJOR
CREDIT
CARDS
ACCEPTED

' TireTIMrVWRRANTEo""

LIFETIME WARRANTED

MUFFLERS

j
I
J
I

59 95

I

SAVE on our complete inventory of lop qualify.
lifetime warranted mufflers - good for aa long as !
you own your car.
'In lieu of other otters Most cars and light trucks I
ttpwm WWW |

I warrsnisd pads or shoes Repack wh«»< beamgs and
| macfans rotors/dmmi whsn rsqursd Sam»-msu*c psdt I
I end rsptsceman psm msy M nseded at addawnel cost ■
•in lew ol c*er oa»r* Most cars and bghi trucks
Ew«w»1fSt|

■555'"

FRONT END ALIGNMENT !

& TIRE ROTATION
(c\c*
cJ O

!i S1Q?
Io
I
|
■
.

!

50% Sir

!~ LUBE/OIURLTER
I

BRAKE PADS & SHOES

Most Cars
and Light
Truck

*

Includes oil filter, oil change with up to S quarts
of quality Vaivoime motor oil, chassis lube; and
a complete vehicle safety inspection Rotate an
four tires *ln l«u of other offers
c>p>M Mxm

T»ffy

I
I
I

I
|
■
J

£^3f2££££3?4?j

I
I
I

Tuffy Does It Right!

Auto Service
Centers

HOURS:
MON. - FRI. 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

BOWLING GREEN

353-2444 • 1087 S. MAIN STREET

I
^!^iiEi^;^J^^si^^

29.95

Includes set caster, camber and
toe adjustment.

i

Sports /$

Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602

Swimmers survive rough waters
By NICK HURM
The BG News

and talked to the coach who was at the time Brian Gordon. He told
me if I could get through the practices then I could walk on the
team."
The rest is history.
Sullivan was bom in Flint, Mich.
Her big sister is one of the
main reasons she started swimming. Though her sister is two years
older, Tina says they were very competitive with each other throughout high school and even into college. Sullivan had a very decorated

Senior swim captains Katie Rosinsky and Tina Sullivan are examples of two swimmers who withstood the test of time.
There was a time when Rosinsky and Sullivan thought they would
quit. Nine of their classmates had already done so, but Katie and Tina
stuck with it.
"I couldn't quit on a bad note,"
Sullivan said, "I couldn't let it end
that way. After swimming my
whole life, I couldn't let my last
memories be that I wish I hadn't
done it that way."
"It was definitely a rough
time," Rosinsky said. "There were
times when I didn't think there
was going to be a senior class at
all. It seemed like every lime you
got close to someone they would
quit. It was nice that we always
still had each other."
The two senior swimmers came
from very different scenarios.
Rosinsky is originally from New
York, but moved to California. She
used to play around in her backyard pool in the sunny climate.
Her family then moved to Pittsburgh. She found out quickly that
Pittsburgh doesn't have the ideal
weather for an outdoor pool.
Rosinsky was bummed that she
couldn't swim, so her mom told
her to go join the high school swim
team. She wasn't the best, but was
fortunate to swim on a really When nine of their teamates quit, they thought they were going to also, but Katie Rosinsky and
excellent program. She served as ^na Sullivan came through the challenge wearing smiles.
team captain her junior and senior
high school career. She helped her high school to four straight conyears'. The teammates she graduated with ended up swimming for ference championships. Originally Sullivan was going to attend Ball
premiere swim schools like Clemson, Florida and Princeton. Rosin- State, but she headed to BG for one final trip and changed her mind.
sky was originally going to attend Ohio Northern until she decided
"I came to BG and I had a lot of fun with the team," Sullivan said.
to change her major from sports medicine to sports marketing.
"It
felt like a family. It felt like my high school team a lot. They
"I came here to visit a friend and loved it," Rosinsky said. "I went

Falcons come up
empty in Vegas

Spartans take
CCHA regular
season crown
By WILLIAM R. SANDERSON
The BG News

By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News

ahead of Lake Superior.
Miami visits Ann Arbor for a
pair of weekend games against
Michigan. Lake Superior goes to
Alaska and Bowling Green plays
Western Michigan and Ferris
State.
Western also has a shot at
eighth place. After Bowling
Green, the Broncos play Michigan State.

Ron Mason and the Michigan
State Spartans are getting used to
their dominance over the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association.
BG New> Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
For the second year in a row,
Craig Desjarlais battles with a Notre
MSU is the league's regular seaDame opponent Saturday at the
BGSU Ice Arena.
son champion.
annual
North American College
Just to show it was old hat, the
Hockey Championships.
Spartans beat Michigan Saturday
The Championships is a twoat the Joe Louis Arena.
Falcons chase Boisvert
game
series between college
Michgan State is 24-3-6 overall for scoring title
players
from United States and
and 18-2-6 in the CCHA.
Ohio State forward Hugo
Canada.
MSU goaltender Joe Black- Boisvert holds a thin three point
The event will be held at'the
bum stopped 51 of 53 shots over lead in the battle for the league's
the weekend and was named the overall scoring title. Bowling Joe Louis Arena Saturday April
CCHA Defensive Player of the Green rightwing Dan Price and 10 and April 11.
Michigan Tech coach Tim Watcenter Adam Edinger are right
Week.
ters
will coach Team USA. He
Forward Adam Hall had two behind him with two games in
will
be
assisted by Chris Serino,
goals against Michigan and an hand.
the
head
coach of Merimack, and
Boisvert
has
22
goals
and
26
assist against
assists for 48 points. Price has 18 assistant coaches Tom Newton of
Notre Dame for
the
league's
goals and 27 assists for 45 points. Michigan State and Len Qusnelle
of Princeton.
Edinger has 44 points.
Rookie of the
Ohio State is off this week.
Week award.
Price and Edinger will get the CCHA Championship
MSU owns
chance to close the gap before BG to be held at the JLA
the
lowest
The 1999 CCHA Champiand
OSU play twice in the seagoals-against
onship will take place Friday
son's final week.
average
in Dan Price
March 19 and Saturday March 20
NCAA
Diviat
the Joe Louis Arena in Detroit.
York and Berenzweig
sion I hockey at 1.31.
Semi-final games will take
The Spartans are assured of named captains of
place
at 5 p.m and 8 p.m. Friday.
hosting the eighth-seeded team Senior All-Stars
The
final
game is at 7:30. First
Michigan
State's
Mike
York
in the first round of the CCHA
round
games
will take place at
and
Michigan's
Bubba
playoffs. Miami is currently in
eighth place, three points behind Bernzweig were named coop- campus sites the weekend
Bowling Green and three points tains for Team USA in the third before.
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weren't just swimmers, they were all friends."
Things didn't click right away for Sullivan.
"My first year here I was really homesick," Sullivan said. "After
my first semester, I had papers to transfer to Michigan State and I
didn't want to swim anymore. When it came around Mid-American
Conference (championship) time everyone got closer and I ended up
swimming my best times ever."
Rosinsky has seen her times improve drastically. Her freshman
year she would always be sure to be in the back of the pack in her
freestyle events. By her junior year, Rosinsky started seeing some
major results. She said that coaches Randy Julian and Kendra Lowe
encouraged her and told her that she was finally there with the rest
of the pack and now it was time to excel.
Sullivan on the other hand, had her best year her freshman year.
At the MAC championship she made it to the preliminaries finishing
16th in the 100-meter backstroke and 14th in the 200-meter backstroke. Sullivan is finally seeing times this year that are better than
her freshman year times.
»
"These are two great examples of two young women who have
endured a career that had good, difficult, and exciting times," Julian
said. "They have been through the grind. When things were tough,
they were part of the solution. When things were excellent they were
part of the fun."
Rosinsky and Sullivan have followed the role as past captairis
have. They keep up the swim traditions that have been around BG
way before their time. The two have also been a pair to look up to by
the underclassmen.
"The fact in how much our teammates believe in us has made our
whole four years here worth it," Rosinsky said.
Teammates and coaches have the same attitude about the departure of their senior swimmers.
"I'm truly going to miss the two of them," Lowe said. "They have
been a great assets to the team. They are a big part of this program
that will be hard to replace because of their heart and spirit."
Rosinsky and Sullivan have simple messages they want to leave
behind.
"You're going to have good days, and you're going to have bad
days," Sullivan said. "If you dwell on the bad days you will not gef
anywhere."
"1 want people to leam from me that you don't always have to be
the best," Rosinsky said. "To excel you can set goals within youj
range. As long as you put your heart into it you will get what yoU
want."

<•,

A person often hears about
coming up empty after a trip to
Las Vegas.
That was the case for the
Bowling Green softball team
when it traveled to Las Vegas to
play in the UNLV classic. BG
opened the season winless in
five tries.
In all five games, BG could
not plate more than three runs or
nine hits and committed at least
three errors per contest.
The Falcons opened play Friday against 25th-ranked Oregon
and 28th-ranked Pacific. BG lost
both contests 6-0 and 6-3 respectively. Against the Ducks, the

Falcons managed just three hits
including a double by Angle
Domschot.
Against Pacific, BG flirted
with
an
upset leading
3-1
going into
the top of
the seventh
inning
before Pacific
scored
five times in
their half of Angie Domschot
the inning to
steal the win. Domschot went to
2-for-4 while Caroline Reitz was
2-for-3 with a double.
Things were not any better
Saturday as 26th-ranked Califor-

nia and Southern Utah handed
the Falcons 9-1 and 6-3 losses;.
Against the Golden Bears, BG
had just two hits, one of whicli
was a home run off Amy Hamilton's bat. Against Southern
Utah, the top hitters were: Donv
schot (2-for-4, two doubles),
Colleen Bates (2-for-4) and Erin
Zwinck (one double).
BG finished the toumamer\t
with an 11-1 loss to Hawaii. The
Rainbow Warriors had 16 hits in
the game. The Falcons used four
different pitchers in the contest.
The Falcons' Garrett Gholston
(0-3) and freshman Jessie
Milosek (0-2) took the Falcon
losses. Amy Hamilton also saw
See SOFTBALL, page ten.

BG men's tennis splits
pair of weekend matches
By G. MICHAEL
GRAHAM
The BG News
With the Mid-American Conference season only weeks away,
the Bowling Green men's tennis
team wanted to ride back on the
winning track.
The Falcons broke their fourgame winning streak Saturday
and nearly extended it to two
Sunday.
BG defeated Ferris State 5-2 at
Central Tennis and Fitness Club
in Toledo before losing a narrow
decision at DePaul 4-3 Sunday.
The Falcons improve to 2-5 after
the weekend.
In the win against the Bull-

dogs, Radu Bartan, Vitek Wild,
Matt Wiles and Mike Kossoff all
recorded singles wins. The Falcons also won all three doubles
matches to take the doubles
point. The doubles teams consisted of Bartan and Wiles at first
doubles, Brandon Gabel and
Wild at second doubles and
Sonny Hunyh and Kossoff at
third doubles.
Against the Blue Demons,
Wild, Kossoff and Gabel all
recorded singles wins while
Gabel and Wild won their doubles match.
"Much, much better," coach
Jay Harris said when asked to
compare the matches to the previous weekend's. "We played
good doubles. The difference is

we practiced harder mentally.
That showed. We need to be
mentally tough. We're not there
yet. But we definitely made the
big jump this weekend."
In terms of the Ferris State
match in singles play, Harris
said the top four played well,
but Hunyh and Gabel struggled.
He said Wild won despite having a case of the flu. Wild told
Harris the line looked like a
snake at one point. DePaul was
coming off a 7-0 win against Butler.
"They probably thought they
were going to kill us," Harris
said of the Blue Demons. "We
had match point at first doubles
• See TENNIS, page (en;
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BG women take third
■

By MATT STEINER
The BG News

Muncie, Ind. and Ypsilanli,
Mich, were Ihe sellings for two
track meets which the Falcon
women were taking part in Saturday.
Ball State hosted a triangular
meet where most of the
women's track team went. Eastern Michigan held a meet of
their own. I lanane Sabri and
Laura Deneau travelled to Ypsilanli with Iheir sights set on
NCAA qualifying performances.
With the Mid-American Conference Championship jusl a
week away, coach Steve Price
and his athletes trealed Ihe Ball
Stale meet as a chance to
improve Iheir seeds for Ihe MAC

meel and simply slay in shape.
Ball Stale won Ihe meet with
115.5 poinls while Miami took
second with 94.5. BG settled for
third in the absence of some of ils
top performers.
Along with missing Sabri and
Deneau, Ail-American long and
triple jumper
Huina Han
sat out the
meet resting
an injured
knee. She was
healthy
enough to
Tracy Hill
compete but is
looking forward to a healthy
MAC meet.
The Falcons finished with
four individual winners.
Senior Tracy Hill won the
400-meter run setting a school

record along the way. Her time
was 56.33 seconds. This also
broke the Ball State Fieldhouse
record.
In the shotput, Falcon Lori
Williams set a personal best. She
heaved the shot 44 feel 5 1/2
inches winning the event.
For the fourth straight meet,
junior Lisa Keegan had a record
selling performance in the 20pound weight throw. Her toss of
57 feet 3 inches proved good
enough to win Ihe event giving
her the Ball Slate fieldhouse
best.
BG's fourth winner was
Libby Mitchell. She ran the 800
in 2:11.94.
The Falcons achieved their
goal of improving MAC seeding
at the meet.

"A lot of people really
improved Iheir times," Price
said. "For example, Hill had
been ranked seventh in the conference. Now she's third. By
improving, she will be in the
fast heal al Ihe championship
giving her a better chance at
winning the title."
In Ypsilanti, Sabri managed
second place in Ihe mile while
Deneau won the 3,000-meter
run.
Sabri's second place finish
proved good enough lo break
the 14-year old BG school
record. Her conference best time
of 4:46.63 broke Laura Murphy's
mark of 4:48.42 set in 1985. She
also achieved her goal of an
NCAA qualifier though it is just
a provisional.
Deneau look her event in
10:13.68.

BG New* Photo/ MATT MILLER

BG long distance runners vie for position at the All-Ohio Championship at the Perry Fieldhouse Feb. 13.

Track sends sparse lineup to Ypsilanti
By MATT STEINER
The BG News
Following two weeks full of sickness and injuries, coach Sterling
Martin sent only 14 of 32 track and field athletes to Ihe Easlem
Michigan Classic for the final meel before Ihe Mid-American Conference Championship.
Rest and preparation for Ihe all importanl meel set Ihe lone for
the weekend.

Freddy and Frieda
exposed

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE

Freddie the Falcon.a.k.a. Sean Grime.and his counterpart
Frieda,a.k.a. Rhonda Fett,are unmasked at Saturday's
hockey game at the BGSU Ice Arena.

"It remains to be seen if it pays off," Martin said. "II was a definile plus lo rest Ihem and give them another week to get healthy
before the most importanl meel of Ihe season."
Among Ihe few athletes who made the trip, jimmy Weckesser
achieved Ihe only finish in Ihe top five in an event. The senior look
fourth in the mile with a time of 4:19. 15.
Freshman Mark Newton set a personal record with a high jump
of 6 feet 8 3/4 inches taking sixth in Ihe event.
"That was a big improvement for him," Martin added.

junior Kreg Hatfield managed an eighth place finish in the
3,000-meler run, 8:49.02, while Dave Anderson had Ihe only other
top ten finish for BG wilh a ninth in Ihe 800-meter run, 1:56.50.
The rest should help BG at the MAC meet, but there are still
some sore hamstrings which will hurl.
"We'll be hurling in sprinls," Martin said. "Eric Holmes is still
questionable. Chaz Price still has high hamstring problems. (Ricco)
Oglesbv and Eric Peterson should be able lo compete and thai will
help us."

Bearcats back to winning
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI — They've
pulled out of their three-game
losing streak by winning at
home a couple of times. Docs
lhat mean the ninlh-ranked
Cincinnati Bearcats have gotten
Iheir acl together?
Two road games this week
will tell.
There were a lot of encouraging signs and
numerous
reminders that all's not entirely
well yet during victories over
UNC Charlotte and Louisville in
Ihe past five days.
They're not playing as well as
they did when they opened the
season 15-0 and rose to No. 3 in
Ihe country, but there's a glimmer of hope thai they're headed
in thai direction.
"We've still got work to do,"
point guard Steve Logan said.
"We're not all Ihe way back lo
where we were at the beginning
of the season."
After losing on the road lo
DePaul, Marquelte and Saint
Louis — all middle-of-the-pack
teams — Ihe Bearcats (23-4)
relumed home at a crossroads.

Only two other learns during just concentration. We've just take it personal."
Huggins has returned to his
coach Bob Huggins' 10 seasons got to go back to concentrating,
have lost three in a row. One making sure we take care of Ihe customary methods to get his
more loss would give them four ball and not make mistakes with team turned around. He has
received technical fouls in two
in February, matching the most it."
The Bearcats' turnovers were of Ihe last three games for sideever under Huggins.
Cincinnati was turning Ihe the main reason Ihey got line lirades and has been quick
ball over too often, blowing sec- knocked out of Ihe NCAA tour- to bench a player for not workond-half leads routinely and nament in Ihe second round last ing hard enough in practice or
playing like it simply didn't care year. Turnover-prone point making a mistake during a
guard Michael Horlon has game.
at times.
He Ihinks his players went
During an 82-69 victory over become a backup in the last two
UNC Charlotte on Wednesday games while Logan — a fresh- soft as they won so much al the
beginning of the year and he's
and a 91-78 win over Louisville man — runs the offense.
Horton is a better defensive determined lo get them back to
on Sunday, Ihe Bearcats had
through
physical
many of the same problems. player and runs Ihe fast break winning
defense,
rebounding
and
taking
belter,
but
is
a
poor
free-lhrow
They turned the ball over 17
limes against UNC Charlotte shooter and has not made a 3- care of the ball.
"They bought into it early. We
poinler in his two seasons at
and 20 times against Louisville.
won
a lot of games and Ihey
Cincinnati.
Logan
is
a
much
belIn both games, they built a
big lead and let most of it slip ter scorer but doesn't push the didn't buy into it as much,"
away in the second half — Ihe ball up Ihe floor as well and Huggins said. "They're going to
pattern Ihey've followed much tends to get caught oul of place have to buy into it more."
Games this week at South
of the season. A 17-poinl lead when learns press.
Logan
had
only
two Florida and Memphis leading
against UNC Charlotte was
trimmed to one, and Louisville turnovers in 23 minutes on Sun- up to the Conference USA lourcut a 17-point deficit with 5:52 day, but look Ihe blame for a lot namenl will be a better measure
more because he was oul of of how far they've come.
left lo 82-77 before fading.
When Cincinnati gets a big position.
"We've got lo stay focused
"I Ihink it was my fault on
lead, it still tends to selfmost of them," he said. "I didn't and win on Ihe road, where
deslruct.
"It's ugly a lol of times," for- go get the ball or I was supposed
we've had trouble," Logan said.
ward Ryan Fletcher said. "Il's lo have Ihe ball in mv hands. I

Andy Katzenmoyer speaks out against critics
The Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS — In his first interview in four months, Andy Katzenmoyer talked of maturing, of Ihe pressure of
playing linebacker at Ohio Slate, of getling ridiculed for an easy class schedule
and of looking ahead lo life in Ihe NFL.
"College was a fun lime for me," he
said at Ihe National Scouting Combine
over the weekend. "Three years of
learning. II really helped me a lol, gelling lo know Ihe ins and outs of football."
"Coming in oul of high school, 1
thought I knew as much as I possibly
could, bul I didn'l. I have lifelong
friends, I've learned a great deal about
football and life. Not only thai, I grew
closer to my family. Overall, it was a
great experience."
Katzenmoyer, who fell he had been
burned by the media, did not speak
wilh reporters for mosl of his junior season. He was blasted, and not just by Ihe

media, for a summer course load of
music, AIDS awareness and golf. He
was able to pass those courses in order
lo be eligible for his final year at Ohio
State.
After becoming the first full-lime
defensive player lo be named the Associated Press "Mr. Football" in Ohio as a
senior in high school, the Westerville
native asked for and received the No. 45
jersey at Ohio Stale that hadn't been
worn since two-lime Heisman Trophy
winner Archie Griffin left the school 20
years earlier.
"It was my number since seventh
grade, so I didn't see the big deal," he
said. "Plus, nobody had it, so why
couldn't I wear it?"
Many believed he did not live up to
his hype after a glittering freshman season with Ihe Buckeyes.
His freshman season, he had 23 tackles behind Ihe line of scrimmage including 12 sacks. He also intercepted four

passes. But his numbers were down in
each of Ihe next Iwo seasons. He won
Ihe Bulkus Award as a sophomore but
did not capture it or any other major
awards as a junior — including falling
to second-team All-Big Ten in balloting
by the conference coaches.
But Katzenmoyer said he didn't feel
Ihe public perception would hurl him in
Ihe draft.
"Coaches watch films, Ihey don't
read the papers," he said.
Many called into question his quickness and his desire. He was trying to
prove himself and improve his draft
stalure al Ihe combine — a lest site set
up for potential draftees where they are
prodded, poked, limed, lesled and measured by scouts.
Katzenmoyer said he felt boycotting
Ihe media hurt him.
"Because I didn't talk to the media,
they had their own free will to write
whatever they wanted instead of my

he said, then added, "Naw, the hardest
thing was gelling up al 7:30 in Ihe morning. Golf was easy."
He said his final season was his best
at Ohio Stale. Forgoing his senior season
did not lake much deliberation.
"I sal down with my parents, talked
it over and in a matter of 10 minutes
made my decision," he said.
Although he was carefree about
where he will be taken and by whom in
the April draft, he said he would love lo
oin another former Ohio Stale linebacker, Chris Spielman, with the Cleveland Browns.
Associated Press Photo

Spielman sat out the last NFL season

Andy Katzenmoyer peers across the while recuperating from an injury and
line in an OSU win over Penn State.
helping his wife through cancer treatword and my opinion. So in a way, it
hurt me more than anything," he said.
The 6-foot-4, 255-pounder poked fun
al himself over his course load.
"The AIDS class was pretty difficult,"

i
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ments. Now living in suburban Columbus, Spielman spent a lot of lime with
the Buckeyes as an unofficial volunteer
coach.
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Rodman, Lakers closer to agreement
■

The Associated Press
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
There were tears. There was talk
of sex. There were obscenities.
There was flamboyant fashion.
Just another Dennis Rodman
news conference.
And for all the commotion
during Monday's latest installment of "As The Worm Turns,"
all that happened was this: Rodman moved closer to playing for
the Los Angeles Lakers.
The team hopes to have the
seven-time rebounding champion in uniform "sometime very
soon." And Rodman, at one
point in tears, said he hoped to
sign a contract before Monday
was through.
Thus ended an uncertain three
weeks since the Lakers first
made clear their desire to sign
the 37-year-old tattoed forward,
a member of five championship
teams, including the last three
with the Chicago Bulls.
Dressed conservatively — for
him — except for a wide, multicolored hat and dark glasses,
Rodman arrived 30 minutes late
for his news conference. He was
accompanied by his wife, actress
Carmen Electra, agent Steve
Chasman and sister Debra. But
nobody from the Lakers.

Associated Press Photo
Dennis Rodman wipes his tears at a news conference Monday.
Then came a series of bizarre
and conflicting statements. And
the news conference ended
abruptly after some 20 minutes
with a tearful Rodman being
asked if he had been selfish by
not announcing a decision earlier.
Rodman began by saying he

wanted to sign with the Lakers,
but matters were incomplete.
When angrily questioned why he
called the news conference if he
had no announcement to make,
Rodman snapped: "You don't
have to be here." Shortly thereafter he said he hoped to sign
Monday night.

"Hopefully, I'll be playing this
week , and, hopefully, the Lakers
and the people of California will
accept me for who I am and what
I do," he said. "If not, I'll move
on."
Rodman said he had spoken
with Lakers owner Jerry Buss
several times and hoped to sign a
two- or three-year deal with the
team. He insists he is in good
shape and could immediately
play 30 to 35 minutes a game.
He also said he would be reliable, pointing out he played 80 of
a possible 82 regular-season
games for the Bulls last season.
"You can count on me, you
can count on me going to practice," he said.
Rodman said the Lakers
weren't a championship team
now and must change its
approach.
"All the guys want to be
superstars," he said. "Everybody
has to play a role. This team
doesn't understand that right
now."
He also said he wasn't reluming because of money.
"I'm not happy at all," he said,
referring to the fact that the Lakers could offer him only a $1 million veterans' minimum, which
would be prorated to under

$500,000 because of the shortened season and the games he
has missed.
"What will make me happy is
if I can bring this city a ring just
like I did in Chicago," he said.
"I'm here just because I want to
make people happy. 1 miss entertaining. I miss entertaining for
the people. I play for the people,
I give the people what they
want."
It had been reported Rodman
would receive an extra $3 million
as part of his contract with Converse if he played in New York,
Chicago or Los Angeles this season. But he said he was going to
have to "fight them in court to
gel that money."
At times, the news conference
resembled an episode of "The
Jerry
Springer
Show"
—
although there was no fighting,
Rodman used plenty of four-letter words and made sexual references about his wife.
Finally, when asked about
being selfish, Rodman started
crying and said, "I'm never
going to win, no matter what I do
for this league, for the game of
basketball, I'm never going to
win."
Then, opening a piece of
paper, he said, "I've got 10 chari-

ties here that I'm going to give
$10,000 to. Even with this hew-.
I'm still not going to win. You tejJ.
me if that's selfish."
His sister interjected, "UP
doesn't have any money."
Rodman then waved off
reporters and left the microphone a bit later.
Lakers great Magic Johnson, a
part-owner and vice president of
the team, expressed relief that
Rodman had made a decision.
"I was tired of it dragging on
because it was doing nothing but
being a distraction for our players, the coach, as well as our franchise," Johnson said Monday in
Indianapolis. "We were just hoping this day would finally come,
either tell us you're coming or
tell us you're not coming.
"I'm just happy it's all over
with. We know he's cominfe
Now coach (Del) Harris can get
him in there, get him learning the
plays in the system, try to get
him in shape as well."
Johnson had criticized Rodman on David Lctterman's show
Thursday night, saying he was
causing a distraction and "he
hoped the Lakers would "just
forget it."

Baseball cracks down on strike zone
The Associated Press
NEW u)RK — Baseball is promising to crack
down on differing interpretations of the strike
zone, telling teams the official definition "will be
more strictly enforced" by umpires this year.

The move was immediately attacked as
"deplorable" by the head of the umpires' union.
In one of the first moves of the restructured commissioner's office under Bud Selig — and one that
could provoke anger among umpires — the decision was made by Sandy Alderson, the new execu-

FALL 1999 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!
—MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS—
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces. A/C,
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals.

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1pm

live director of baseball operations.
The move appears designed to get umpires to
call "high strikes." In recent years, umpires rarely
called any pitch above the belt a strike.
"I don't see how anyone could say we're going
to more strictly enforce a rule," umpires' union

VILLAGE GREEK
APARTMENTS

and played great at second doubles. We played well at singles,
Vitek beat a guy (Greg Tranquada) who has been regionally
ranked."

"Brandon defeated a player
he'd lost to before," Harris continued. "It ended up coming
down to Sonny's match. He got a
couple bad breaks and that was
the match."

SOFTBALL
Continued from page eight.

Club House, Pool, and Courtesy Guard

action on the mound in three
contests while Rebekah Tipton
pitched against Hawaii. Bates
caught the first four games while

1998 Otsego graduate Hollv
Frantz caught against Hawaii.:
The Falcons are idle until
March 8 when they face Nichcjlls
State during the spring break
trip.

Now Leasing
2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished
August 1999

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

1 bedroom apartment
available for summer

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!

9 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman

354-3533
"Would you like
fries with that?"

to indicate that the umpires have not strictly|
enforced all of the rules."

Continued from page eight.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

First Month's Total Rent "Limited time,
Hurry Expires 2/17/99

years. It is deplorable for the commissioner's office;

Do you sometimes get the
TENNISfeeling that nothing makes sense?

224 E. WOOSTER
Bowling Green,
OH 43402

$100.°° OFF

head Richie Phillips said. "The umpires enforce all:
rules. That's been their job for more an 100J

0f me

tfjgyjs.
jtMrnmO**

St. Mark's Lutheran Church
We invite you into our church family
Sunday Worship at: 8:30 and 11:00 a.m.
''Contemporary Worship with Communion" each
Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m.
Pastor Dale Schaefer

315 S. College Drive
419-353-9305
ELCA

3 Blocks South of Campus
email: stmarkbg@wcnet.org
"The Welcome Place"

Don't miss out
Now leasing for Fall & Summer '99

• Women's & Men's clothing
• Indian lapestires
• Sterling & semi precious

^

stone jewelry
• Tie-dye tees
• Jerry dolls & Beanie bears
• Hemp Jewelry, twine, &
hackysacks

445 E. Wooster

• Bags galore!
• Indonesian handicrafts
• Candles, Incense, oils, &
gifts for everyone!

BUY 1 SWEATER GET 1 FREE
ENTIRE MONTH OF FEBRUARY

FRIED OUT ON
THE JOB?

LIVING CANVAS

Get a fresh srart anJ a job at UniGraphics containing a healthy dose of design.
Not only will you recieve real world experience, but also
a chance to build your portfolio with printed pieces.
So if you're burned out on fast food, get your portfolio
together and call between Feb. 22-Mar. 5 to set up an interview.
Stop taking orders - Start designing!

445 E. Wooster* 354-5203
"In the Vault"
Tattoo & Body Piercing
FREE MEMBERSHIP AT CHERRVWO00 HEALTH SPA

Come set us for a complete lislinK,,f locations

Membership includes indoor pool, whirlpool sauna, locker room, weight room, tanning

ill Weil Hall • BGSU • Phone. 172-7418

>.

K

PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.

530 Maple St.
ft

419.352.9378

Hospital type sterilization
health department licensed
B.G.'s oldest established tattoo shop.

i
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OVER THE WIRE

STANDINGS

The Associated Press

Women travel to
Nothern Illinois
The Bowling Green women's
basketball team will be traveling
to DeKab, 111. to face Northern
Illinios who is 9-16 and 6-9 in
conference play, in the final regular season contest.
BG, currently stands at 13-12
overall and 9-6 in the Mid-Americap Conference. The Falcons
need a win and an Akron loss to
attain a first round playoff game
athome.
' With an Akron win or a BG
loss, BG will have to travel for
the first round of the playoffs
vyhich can be a big disavantage.

•BOXING

Mike Tyson could
lose privileges
. ROCKVILLE, Md. — Mike
Tyson will learn Wednesday
whether he'll lose privileges and
Jime off for good behavior for
hurling a TV during an outburst
in jail.
'-•A disciplinary panel will
determine Tyson's level of
responsibility.

National Hoc key L« gue
i.ASTi:K\l OMIKI NCI.
Atlantic Division
W
L
14
Philadelphia 30
20
New Jersey
31
18
Pittsburgh
30
27
N.Y. Rangers 23
34
N.Y. Islandersl8
Northeast Division
W
L
32
16
Ottawa
Toronto
32
20
27
19
Buffalo
24
Boston
23
28
Montreal
23
Southeast Division
W
L
27
22
Carolina
Florida
21
21
Washington 23
28
Tampa Bay
12
40

Reds pitcher Bere improves

* toinpiled troin wire

•BASKETBALL
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SARASOTA, Fla.
The
Cincinnati Reds are hoping that
Jason Bere is the next successful
reclamation project of pitching
coach Don Gullett.
So far in spring training, Gullett is impressed with how Bere
improved during the off-season.
The Reds rescued the former
Chicago White Sox starter from
baseball's scrap heap last year by
claiming him off waivers in July.
"Look at the arm speed, the
arm action, the arm strength.
What a difference," Gullett said
after watching the right-hander
throw to hitters in camp.
"If he continues on the road
he's presently on, I look for great
things from Jason Bere this year,"
Gullett said. "He proved last
year that he can win with just a
fastball and a changeup because
he knows how to pitch. This

year, he'll be adding a curve, so
there's no telling what kind of
potential he has."
Bere, 27, went 24-7 in his first
two seasons with the White Sox,
in 1993 and 1994. But then elbow
problems began. He underwent
elbow surgery on Sept. 13, 1996.
The Reds were encouraged
that Bere finished strongly at the
end of last season, going 2-0 with
a 1.17 earned run average in his
final two starts.
Still, he had to rely then on a
subpar fastball, a changeup and
pitching know-how.
He was throwing his fastball
at between 84 and 87 mph in
September. Now, he is reaching
92-93 mph.
"The ball is back jumping out
of my hand," he said. "I don't
have to force it any more to get
life on the ball.

WESTERN CONr-fcKbNCt
Central Division
W
L
Detroit
23
31
St. Louis
22
23
Nashville
20
31
35
Chicago
16
Northwest D vision
W
L
Colorado
29
21
Edmonton
27
22
Calgary
20
28
Vancouver
32
18
Pacific Division
L
W
Dallas
35
10
Phoenix
29
17
Anaheim
24
25
San Jose
20
25
Los Angeles 21
31

Vizquel has arrived at training camp

The BG News
Classified
Ads

- 372-6977
TY* BG Ne»i -ill r»«i knowingly xctf* jj>rrti«*iimn,
dut Ji — fuiiiiuu-. or entourage dinnmifuiion ifjin-i
*ny UKII.IJUJJ m group on the Knit of m, m . hr
twerd. religmn IUIH-MOI xngin. mual
jhility MM x- J -ricr-m 01 >* ihr hi
kyalty pnMctird u.Hut

The Associated Press
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. — He
never asked for a trade. He never
said he wouldn't report to training camp. He's a happy camper.
Let's play ball.

That was the message from
Omar Vizquel as he arrived at
the Cleveland Indians training
camp Monday, following an offseason in which the six-time
Gold Glove shortstop had voiced
unhappiness with his contract.

DAFFODIL DAYS
Sales at Education 8klg. on Wed.. Feb. 24,
I0am-3pm.

Need Money tor college?
$i .000 s free lor college.
Cat (614) 675-1145.

Do you Ilka lo Md around?
Come kid around with us this Friday at the Big
Playground. The fun takes place at 10pm in the
Rec Center and includes bouncy boxing, dodgeball. 80S music and much, much morel For
more information contact the Weiiness Connection at 372*9355.

Pregnant??
FREE pregnancy lesls.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

T
8
4
11
9
8

Pts
72
68
65
55
54

T
10
15
5
5

Pts
64
57
51
29

T
5
10
6
8

Pts
67
54
46
40

T
7
8
9
7

Pts
65
52
49
43

T
9
10
9
13
5

' FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort Panama City Beach
Florida, from $159 per person
3 pools, 1 indoor pool/lory
river ride, huge beach side
hottub suites up to 10 people
Tiki bar, home of the world's
longest keg party.
Drink Free, draft beer
all week w. cover Free info
1-800-488-8828
_ _www Jandptperbeacon .com.

1 month unlimited tanning. $25. Campus Tanning. 352-7869. Days in Florida do not count
agamsl your package.

NO THIN DISGUISES ON MARCH 1ST. @
8pm-Joo E Brown Theatre.

Advertise in the BG
News Classifieds

USG Presidential Elections
March 23,24
Candidate Petitions Due
Friday. Feb.28.1999

ADVERTISING CLUB
Into Nights
Tuesday @S:15pm. BA 102
or
Wednosday@S:15pm,8A 102
Come check us oull
Free pizza and Pop1
ADVERTISING CLUB

Pts
73
69
67
53
43

Be sure to pick up yourBGSU Alumni Chapter
Scholarship applications at the Mleti Alumni
Center or the Office of Financial Aid (231 Administration Building). Nearly $28,000 In
scholarship aid Is available to eligible students Applications must be returned to trio
M:luti Alumni Center by no later than 5 00pm
on Wednesday. March 3. 1099. Best of luck to
all applicants, any questions call Paul Pawtaczyk at 372-27011

PERSONALS

CAMPUS EVENTS

T
13
7
7
7
7

1,774

1

2. Auburn

25-1

1,685

3

3. Michigan St. (1)

25-4

1,617

4

4. Connecticut

23-2

1,572

2

5. Maryland

23-4

1,481

5

6. Stanford

22-5

1331

7

7. Arizona

20-4

1,253

8

8. St. John's

22-6

1,213

10

9. Cincinnati

23-4

1,203

9

10. Ohio St.

21-6

1,135

11

11. Miami

19-5

1.056

15

12. Utah

22-4

1,043

12

13. Kentucky

21-7

1,016

6

14. North Carolina

21-7

821

14

15. UCLA

19-7

815

16

16. Wisconsin

21-6

772

13

17. Coll. of Charleston 25-2
18. Iowa

392
380

19

21. New Mexico

21-6

263

24

22. Texas

17-10

158

—

23. Purdue

18-9

154

17

24. Syracuse

18-9

139

21

tie.Temple

18-8

139

—

Others receiving votes: Tennessee 127, Arkansas
118, Minnesota 80, Washington 46 , Kansas 45,

Holiday Valley Ski Trip
In New York
February 2728th
Two flays ol me best sKiing.
Total cost will be $90 which
includes transportation, hotel room,
arid lift ocket.
Sign ups are in room 330 Union
By February 24,1999.
For questions. con tact UAO oft ice
at 372-2343

KD-JalN-Bail-KD
Send your friends to jail Only Si
Tickets on sale this week from 10am-4pm
m the Math/Science and Union Foyer. Help
Kappa Delta prevent child abuse.
'The Best Time You'll Ever
Have Behind Bars."
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR
VOLLEYBALL. APPLY IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE AND PICK UP AND COMPLETE
TAKE-HOME TEST BY SPM ON MARCH 2.
MANDATORY CLINIC ON MARCH 3 7 10PM
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM IN 130
PERRY FELD HOUSE: MARCH 2-COREC
BOWLING; MARCH 3-M. W. S COREC VOLLEYBALL.

Want to Win a $47,500 Car?
iisr^Nv

M

1999 Senior
Challenge

GREEN BRIAR, INC.

Kobacker Hall

Campbell Hill Apartments318 Campbell Hill Rd.- Buildings F & G
BRAND NEW!!

Tickets: $8, $10, $12
Students $5 at the door
For tickets: (419) 372-8171 or (800) 589-2224

23

18-6
20-9

Carlisle Floyd's fl

8 p.m.

20

19. Florida

XL.

February 26 & 27

18

482

20. Indiana

2 New Buildings

cmsannah

564

17-7

Attention Students, faculty a Staff

Bowling Green State University
College of Musical Arts
BowlingGreen Opera Theater
presents
C>

27-1 .

BG News Personals
produce great
results.

Under construction for Fall 1999

SERVICES OFFERED

Pts
79
68
57
53
47

Pv

Recorc Pts
1. Duke (70)

Louisville 43, Gonzaga 20, Miami, Ohio 18.

Film students committee meeting. 9:15. room
114BA.FeO.24.
Free"Help BSU celebrate their 30th Ann.versary by coming 10 see The Word on Sal. Feb.
27 at 8pm in Mac Countryside "Free* Free
FOPO' Sponsored by BSU. UAO, and HSA.

Top Twenty Five
Men s College Basketball

60' >/c
On Wednesday '
Feb. 24' look for in
in Senior Advisory Council
Shirts in Iront of Jerome
Library selling tickets.
Students, Faculty, and Staff
may acquire tickets at SO'/i
off regular price!
Remember:
• Ton can bursar the tickets!

Nissan 300 ZX Twin Tuibo
100% of Proceeds go to the
BGSU Senior Scholarship Fund
Watch the BG News for more
details to come!

All units have dishwashers, garbage disposals,
air conditioning, and washer and dryer hookups.

Visit: www.bgsu.edu/offices/alumni/thecar

3 bedroom, furnished (limit 5)
2 bedroom, furnished (limit 4)

$975.00/mo.
$790.00/mo.

"Leases 9 1/2 mos. & tenants pay all utilities
-• ■ ■

Tuesday Night:

1

1

1111 ■ •■ 1

11 ■ 11111

Bentwood
Subdivision

;

0 OPf N MIC
\f\
NIGHT

• DISHWASHERS
• MICROWAVES
• WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS
•A/C
• FIRE PLACES
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

Part-time/Full-time work

ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
Iwhen:

$11.15

TODAY!
Tuesday
February 23, 1999
No experience necessary
From:
10am-3pm
Scholarships availabl

u

to start

Resume experience
perience
Flexible hours

Paper or plastic?"

• 2 BATHROOMS
• 2 CAR GARAGE
• 4 BEDROOMS
• 1400 SQUARE FT
• FIRE PLACES

G Students

ON CAMPUS

>-

(across from Mercer Manor)

Drink Specials / Pool Tables
WE WILL BE

111111 •

AVAILABLE
BEGINNING
MAY 15!

GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

TIME TO RECYCLE
YOUR JOB?
Get a job with UniGraphics and gain renewed interest in design.
Not only will you recieve real world experience, but also
a chance to build your portfolio with printed pieces.
So if you desire more than just paper or plastic, get your portfolio
together and call between Feb. 22-Mar. 5 to set up an interview.
Hey it's your choice - Make it count!

f

IfniQrqphics
211 »oi Hall • BGSU • Ph.,ne: 172-7418
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Tuesday, February 23, 1999

The BG News

oummef Jobs and Internships' Check out tie
18H annual Summer Job and Internship Fair.
Tuesday. March 2nd m the Ballroom. Noon to
4pm. More lhan 80 organizations attending'
Recruiters from business and industry, technical services, retail, medical, transportation,
camps, recreation, and hospitality f>elds will be
on campus to meet with you1 Door prizes and
give-aways' Have a COOL summer. Get a
HOT job! Sponsored by Student Employment.
Career Services at BGSU
Support Group lor Women with Anorexia &
Butemia concerns. Women's Center, 108A
Henna Hail Mondays. 6.30-tOOOpm. Group
support and interactive discussions A exercises. Student Health Service/Judy Mlter/2-7425 Counseling Center/Rebecca Mettee-Carter/2-20ev
Tan unlimited 2 wks before Spring Break and 2
wks after Spnng Break for $25.00 Campus
Tanning 3S2- 7869.
The Jewish Community Physical Education
Department is now hiring lor summer employment. The department will be hiring counselors
for sports camps, lifeguards and swim instructors for our outdoor Olympic si2ed pool, and
personnel for our Fitness Center. Applications
may be picked up at 6465 Sylvania Avenue.
Please direct any questions to Kimberty Gilmore or Mike McManon at 665-4465
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi would like to
congratulate this week's Greek of the Week:
Sara Lambdm & Geek of the Week Amy Barr
Work 39 days a year and get up to 60% tuition,
up to $10,000 >n student loan repayments, and
up 10 $600 OOvmo. not counting salary. Call
now 1-600-708-4088 for more info. The Ohio
Air Nattonal Guard, Fuel Your Future

WANTED
Female roommate wanted for summer of 1999.
Get your own room. $212.50 plus gas ft electric. CaJ.354-7356.
Non-smoking roommate wanted May *W to
May '00 lease. Estimated monthly rent $260.
Call Alexa© 353-6283.

Roommate needed ASAP
Own bedroom
Call 353-1254.

CHECK THIS
$$ Delivery $$
WE NEED YOU
TODELIVERTHENEWGTE
EVERYTHING PAGES
IN
BOWLING GREEN
ANO SURROUNDING AREAS
Earn up to $8 per hour more depending upon
your speed of delivery. Must have a valid
driver's license, a vehicle with current plates
and have 4-8 daylight hours available. For
more Information call:
1-800-839-5022
MON-FRI
11:30 AM-7:00 PM
Child care position avail. High school diploma
req. Free child care offered to your child 16
mos or older. Call 878-4190 for more info
Chddcare Counselor
Part time positions available in our child care
dept. Flexible hours available mornings ft or
afternoons. Must enjoy working with children,
be 18 yrs. old. ft have a high school diploma
ft/or GED. Excellent driving record necessary
Salary $6-6 per ftr. Send resume or apply at
The Catholic Club at 160) Jefferson Ave.
Toledo 43624.
Direct Care/Residential Specialist Full and
pan time positions available to provide care
and support to individuals with developmental
disabilities living m the Children's Home and
area group homes, including Bowling Green.
Primarily afternoons, evenings, and weekends. Starting wage $7.14-$6 52 depending on
experience/education. Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits Must be
16, have a valid driver's license and good driving record, physically fit and able to li*t GOIbs.
Applications and tour every Wednesday
9:30-10:30am and 4:30-5.0.0pm Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio, 7223
Wcstum Rd.. Maumee. Ohio. EOE.

Maumee-

DJ needed for Women's Chorm f>nal Mar. 27
from 630-midnight. Free dinne.c. :h free exposure.
Email
Siucuy
at
lstacey@bgnet bgsu edu.

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
For info call 203-319-2802.
laid intern position with UCF after-school student programs. Contact Mike Ware 352-7534.

375 Counselorsand Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Pocono Mountains.
PA. Lohikan.
1-800-488-4321,
www.lohikan com.

CAMP WAYNE-sister half of brother/sister
camp-Northeast
Pennsylvania
(6V20-8/16799). We're back! We have recruited
great staff from BG and want you to have the
most memorable summer ol your life. Directors
for Fine Arts, Golf, Nature/Camping. Counselors to live in cabins and teach at specialty
areas. II you love children and have a skill to
otter can 1-800-279-3019 or email campejaynajpejBj com lor more information. On
Campus Interviews March 22nd from
1 00 6 00pm in the Fort Room of the Union.

PLAY SPORTS' HAVE FUN' SAVE MONEY'
Top rated boys" sports camp (Maine). Need
counselors to teach/coach all sports: tennis,
basketball, lacrosse, hookey, water from, rock
climbing, biking, poll, sailing, waterskimg, and
morel Call free (888) 844-8080 apply online:
www campcedar com
Summer & Full Time Positions
Beautiful Lakefront Yachting Club
Seeks Friendly Team Players.
Servers
Bussers
Host/Hostess
Bartenders
Dock Attendants/Ground Keepers
Lifeguards
Receptioni st/Computer
Line Cooks/Banquet Prep
Sailcamp Counselors
Incentive Programs/Flex. hrs/Exc. pay
Interview now for best positions
Wednesday thru Sunday
200 Yacht Club Drive
Rocky River, OH 44116
440-333-1155
Ask for Kathy/Marc
Summer Camp Jobs
A fun place to work and a hfelone learning expenence awaits you at YMCA Resident Camp
Nissokone (Oscoda, Ml) or YMCA Day Camp
Ohryesa (Highland, Ml). Are you a creative,
canng and enthusiastic person who would enjoy working in an active outdoor setting? Now
hiring counselors, activity specialist for
aquatics, horseback, nature, arts/crafts, music/drama, high and low ropes courses, sailing, and athletics Call (248) 867-4533 to
schedule an on -campus mictvifiv

Fnto-Lay Warehouse position available starting at $7/hr. Part-time. 20-25 hrs/wk.
(I2am-5pm) Call Chris @ 419-893-6336 lor
directions Apply in person w/ resume on
Mon.. Tuos . or Thurs. between tOam and
ipm.n6501 MonclovaRd. Maumee, OH.

Summer job opportunity. Pemberville City Pool
is seeking individuals to fill the postons ol
swim team coach, lifeguards, and swim lessons instructors. For further inlo call 287-4247.

Full or part time help wanted at local auiomobve detailing business Call 354-9560

SUMMER JOBS
AND MALE COUNSELORS
NEEDED FOR
TOP CHILDRENS CAMP IN MAINE
Top Salary, Room/BoaroYLaundry. Clothing &
Travel allowance provided. Must love children
and have skill in one or more of the following
activities: Archery, Arts & Crafts (Ceramics,
Stained Glass, Jewelery), Athletic Trainer,
Basketball. Canoeing. Kayaking, Dance (Tap.
Pointe. ft Jazz), Drama. Field Hockey. Golf.
Gymnastics (Instructors ft Qualified Spotters),
Horseback Riding/English Hunt Seat. Lacrosse, Photography. Videographer, Piano Accompianist. Pioneering<;amp Craft, Ropes
(Challenge Course, 25 Stations). Sailing, Soccer, Softball, Tennis, Theatre Technicians,
Track ft Field, Volleyball. Waterskimg (Slalom,
Trick, Barefoot. Jumping). W.S.I ./Swim Instructors, Windsurfing. Also opportunities for
Nurses, HTML programmers and secretaries.
Camp Vega for Girls!
www.campvegi.com
E-mail: |obs@campvega.com
CALL 1-800-838-VEGA
COME SEE US! We will be on your campus
Thurs, April 1st.
, Town Room, Student Union
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION
FROM10AM-4PM.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Get your Spnng Tan and earn $ tool
Landscape workers needed in BG. Mar.. Apr..
May. Flexible schedule. Own transportation.
352-2095.

HELP WANTED

Part time student employment
Are you looking tor part time employment ol 15
hours plus per week plus per week within walking distance to BGSU campus? Interested m
working various unskilled jobs in assembly,
packaging, etc ? Rale of pay is $5.15 per hour.
Appry m person between the hours of 9.00am
and 5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.
428CloughSt.
Bowling Green, Ohio 4340?

Home City Ice Company is now hiring for these
positions: Route Dnvers. Production Stackers.
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Mchigan. Call for details at
1-800-899-8070.
If you have a 3.0 GPA or higher, and If you
are a customer oriented person, the Office
for Graduate Studies In Business might
have ■petition available for you. Interested
persons should call 372-2488.

LIFEGUARDS now hiring for summer in an
Cleveland Suburban areas. Also looking for
pool managers ft WSI. Incentives, bonuses, ft
scholarships available. Call today
1-800-532-SW1M.

Needed: 2 full-time bakers ft part-time kitchen
help/counter help lor new bakery. Exp. preferred. Apply in person. Sal's Bakery, 1616 E.
Wooster. Next to College Station bar A Domino's Pizza.
Nursing-RN/LPN- Part time working with
children and adults with developmental disabiliDes. Appi cations and lour every Wednesday,
930-10 00am and 4 30-5 00pm Or contact
Human Resources (419) 865-0251. Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWestem Rd . Maumee, OH. EOE.

FEMALE

Would you liko to earn as much as $600 for
working approximately 10 hours? Have you
graduated from one of Bowling Green's high
schools? II you answered yes to the above
questions, can Get Awayl Programs at
419-381-2291 lo learn more.

Third shift clerk needed for local motel. 12am8am, Sat. and Sun. mornings stan immediately, mm. wage Apply at Buckeye Budget
Motor lnn.352-1520.

'91 Ford Ranger XLT.
Dark Blue. 116 K. $3800060.
372-4212. Ask (or Mike

ml Spring Break Panama City $129! Boardwalk Room w/Kitchen Near Clubs! 7 PartiesFree Drinks! Daytona $149! South Beach
$1291 Cocoa Beach $149' springbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386

1301. Washington Sircct. Bowling (iio.-n.

2 BDRM FURNISHED APTS
SUMMER LEASES $700
9412 MONTH LEASES $465 AND UP
704 5th STREET 352-3445

Sublease's wanted. 1 min. walk from campus.
Summer 1999. 4 bdrm. Recently remodeled
Call 372-4449.

4 bdrm, 1 bath house. 1/2 block from campus.
Avail Aug 16 "99 for 12 month lease. In good
shape with nice backyard. Carpeted with off*
street parking avail. Unfurnished except refndgeralor & stove. No dogs allowed. 1 month security deposit required. If interested call
419-885-8307 and leave a message for Steve.

CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING
SECRET IN BGI Clean, 2 bedrooms, fully
furnished, dishwasher, laundry facilities, utllllles provided, on-site manager, balcony
units available. Call for an appointment:
352-9909.

Now Renting lor 99-2000 School Year
JBJ Properties 419 868 3035
606 E. Wooster (corner of Wooster and ManviHe) upstairs 2 bdrm duplex. Great location.
Large living space. $775 mlh.
234 S. College 2 bdrm house. Gas heat, large
yard and plenty of parking. 2 blocks from Education building. Very n co $750. mlh
2341/2 S. College 1 bdrm up or 2 bdrm down
apts. Lrg. yard, very clean, lots of storage,
plenty of parking. $425 and $450/mth.

John Newlove
Real Estate
Rental Office

DAKOTA
GRILL
2215 Tiffin Ave
Findlay, Ohio

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
OIIH

354-6036
Graduate student housing

AVAIL. Now & Fall

CALL
425-0768
OR
425-9205
Full & Part Time

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd
One bedroom, laundry
facilities in bldg.
a/c. quiet. From S395 mo.
Jay - Mar Apts.
803 -815 8th si.

The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom, A/C, on-site
laundry, ceramic tile, soundproof
construction, dishwashers, sky-

• Flexible Hours
(No Late Night Closings)
• Locally Owned and
Operated
• Up Scale/Fine Dining
"Fun Atmosphere"
• $300 to $500 per week
• High Energy/Great
Attitudes
• Broilers • Saute •
Expo • Pantry
• Experienced Servers

lights, vaulted ceilings

NOW HIRING

Lei us help you wake a lough

(25-30 minutes south
of BG, off 1-75)

decision easy, call or slop by the
office TODAY'

Follow 224 E. through town
across from Meijer's

Call 354-6036
From 10:00-4:00

>

m.SCOVKK CARD

John Newlove
Real Estate
319 E. Wooster St.
Across from Taco Bell

$

STEAKHOUSE

GEORGETOWN MANOR APARTMENTS
Available Fall 90 & Spring 2000
800 3rd Street
1 bedroom
Fully lu'nishod. AC.
New Laundry Room, no pels
9 i/2<M2mo. leases
Reasonable rent
Gas heat, waier & sewer included.
Call 354-9740 lor more details & app'l.

Subleaser needed (or 1999/2000 school year
$205/mo. . utilities 440-845-6316.

ml Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise1 5
Nights $279' Includes Meals A Froe Parties)
Awesome Beaches. Nightlife1 Departs Florida'
Cancun ft Jamaica $399' spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386

12 montn leases starting May 15. 1A99:
122 N. Enterprise-1 Br-1 person $360.UM
266Manvtlle-l Br.-1 person-$350.UM
605 Fifth VB-2 Bf -2 person-$370* Ulil ■
605 Fidn «A-4 Br ■ 4 per son- $660 ♦ Uti I.
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666.

3 bdrm. house 2 blocks from campus Newly
remodeled. Garbage disposal, dishwasher and
off-street parking. Call 352-9392.

PREPARE FOR SUMMER
1 BR, i BA apt. lor rent immediately or beginning S18. Furnished, A/C, dishwasher, quiet,
near campus, grads & seniors only On site
laundry and oil street parking. $345/mo Call
354-8082 or 216-226-0693 lor appt

cancun-Ja*iaica-f>ahai*jas

&n w </s?
m

FOR RENT

1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts. lor '99-'00 school
year. 352-7454.

*i Spring Break '99 Vacationsl
Best Prices Guaranteed!!!
Cancun ft Jamaica $399. Bahamas $459
Panama City Beach $i 29. Book Now
ft receive a free "Spnng Break
Uncensored" videolll 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

From S450/mo.

%

Soundsiream USA 12m 150 wall subwoofer.
SCK3212 M2in Bandpass box kicker ZR 120
(30X2 wan amp) Musi sell" $350 OBO
372-6347. Email dbelm@bgnei bgsu edu.

" Houses & Apis. 99/2000 S.Y. "
930 E. Wooster. normally lor 7 students. wiH
have new carpet, new (urn., new paint. $200
mo. across the street from Kohl Halt.
1. 2. 3 bdrm. apts. avail 300 block E. Merry
plus rooms avail. $200/mo. and/or have 2nd
semester leases inexpensive.
CaJI353-0325 9-9.

•i Panama City vacationsl
Free partws-No cover. Best
beachfront hotels from $129.
Free "Spring Break Uneensored"
Video! 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours com

facilities in bldg, a/c
Telephone interviewing, part time. Some days.
mostly evenings ft weekends. Flexible scheduling, relaxed atmosphere. Starting $5.50 minimum in Perrysburg. 874-5842.

CARS FROM $500.00
Police impounds and tax repo's.
For listings call 1 800-319-3323 X4558

FOR SALE

gas heat From $495 mo.

mmmnm

if

Northwest Oho. 7223 Maumee-We stern Rd..
Maumee, Ohio 43537. Ann: HR Manager.
EOE.
___

quiet, spacious, laundry

Volunteer Coordinator:Temporary full time
position available (initially t-2 days per week
tor training full time summer months) at nonprofit agency. Responsibilities include recruitment, orientation and ongoing training of volunteers, supervision and coordination of special events. Includes some evenings and
weekends. Bachelors degree in a related field
preferred. Send resume to Sunshine Inc. of

FRESH SEAFOOD

Volunteer Supervisor- Sunshine. Inc of
Northwest Ohio, a residential facility for individuals with developmental disabilities, is looking for a part time (16-24 hrsAveek) supervisor to implement a "Faith in Action" program.
Duties would include recruitment, training, and
support of volunteers to provide compassionate caregiving, developing contacts with local
congregations, lundraising, and working with
the interflith coalition Bachelors degree preferred, experience in MR/DO helpful. Must
have valid driver's license with adequate
transportation and insurance coverage. Applications and lour Wednesdays 9:30-10.00am
and 4 30-5 00pm or send resume to Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWestem Rd , Maumee. Ohio 43537. Attn: HR
MGR.EOE.

319 E. Wooster St.
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTAL LINE:

354-2260
451 THURSTIN
Efficiencies for summer and
Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $310.00.
517 E. REED
One bedroom for summer
and Aug. to May. Starts at
$380.00
521 E. MERRY
Two bedrooms for summer
and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $500.00.
805 THURSTIN
Two bedrooms for summer
and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $500.00
Many other locations
available. A complete
listing is available at the
rental office.
Stop in, our friendly
staff will help you find
the perfect home for
next year!

(419)-354-2260
Bahamas Party

Cruise
Panama
Jamaica
Cancun

$279
$119
$439
$399

Management Inc.
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000

1 dart • MM HMM ■ (••• firan • ntMn r»«

146 North Main

Bowling Green

163 SOUTH MAIN ST-BOWLING

GREEN

Management Inc.

City B0*r9.r*. rHMa, ma SuMOrM * M«t

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
FROM $159 PER WEEK"
SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT
PANAMA CITY BEACH
,..-

CAMPUS REPS - SIGN UP ONLINE •

118002347007
I www.endlesssummertours.com

I MfM • A* • HMH • Ffft F«od I 30 Hr| ol DrMa
Spring Break Travel-Our 12th Ycarl

1-800-678-6386

wvTO..saiiilpipcrf>i.-.icoii.<.<>in ("rales per person I

HOME OF THE WORLD'S LONGEST KEC PARTY"
FREE DRAFT BEER ALL WEEK LONC CALL FOR INFO!
1-800-488-8828

SUMMER & FULL-TIME POSITIONS
BEAUTIFUL LAKEFRONT YACHTING CLUB
SEEKS FRIENDLY TEAM PLAYERS.
WILL TRAIN QUALIFIED CANDIDATES AS:

Would you like
to teach? If you have superior standardized
exam scores and dynamic presentation skills,
teach at Kaplan.

SERVERS
BUSSERS
HOST/HOSTESS
BARTENDERS
DOCK ATTENDANTS/GROUNDSKEEPER
LIFEGUARDS
RECEPTIONIST/COMPUTER
LINE COOKS/BANQUET PREP
SAILCAMP COUNSELORS
INCENTIVE PROGRAMS/FLEXIBLE HOURS/
EXCELLENT PAY
INTERVIEW NOW FOR BEST POSITIONS:
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
200 YACHT CLUB DRIVE
ROCKY RIVER, OH 44116
(440)333-1155
ASK FOR KATHY/MARC

*

NO PETS ALLOWED!
TENANTS PAY UTILITIES!
715 SECONP STREET
Three bedroom. Limit 3
people. $670.00 per
month, deposit $670.00.
Lease from may 16. 1999
to May 6, 2000.
723 SIXTH STREET
Three bedroom. Limit 3
people. $500.00 per
month, deposit $500.00.
Lease from May 16, 1999
to May 6, 2000.
53Q E. MERRY STREET
Three bedroom. Limit 4
people. $670.00 per
month, deposit $670.00.
Lease from August 12,
1999 to August 12,2000
Noon.

HOUSES
• Help students achieve their educational and
career goals
• Enjoy flexible, part-time hours
• Interact with interesting and dedicated co-workers
• Earn excellent wages
Find out about our Teacher Development Program.

1-888-KAPLAN2
for the KAPLAN location nearest you.

KAPLAN

AVAILABLE

1999-2000
MANY APARTMENT LOCATIONS AVAILABLE. STOP IN

THE RENTAL OFFICE FOR A
COMPLETE LISTING. WE
CAN HELP YOU!

Hilkdjlr Apt*.. 1082 Kamievv. 2bdrm flats.
vcr> spacious, 9 fool ceilings, car pom.
9 1/2- 12 mo Leases
Start at $610 i .i. "' <_sim

Management Inc.
Iliihdalc Apts.. 1082 Fairview. Large studios.
high vaulted ceding*, unique floor plan,
9 1/2-12 mo Leases
Start at $350 C all 353-58J

CA
Management Inc.
Heintsite Apts.,710 Y Enterprise I bdimhighf
vaulted ceilings, unique floor plan
9 1/2- 12 mo Leases
Close to campus Starts at $180 Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts-, 215 Poe. Efficiencies & huge
I bdrms. laundry on site, lots of parking Eff
starts at $230. I bdrms Suns at S340
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Wilkm IIon..• Apt!., MO lin Si. I bdrm!, gai
hta, A/C Remodekd Slim al S375
Call i" i <M,ii

/fH&CA
Management Inc.
Wooster Mouse. 716 E. Wooster. I bdrms.
Starling al S360 One minute from South Hall
Call 353-5800^^^

Management Inc.
Stop by our office at 1045 Y Main St for
complete listing or Call 353-5800.
www.wcnel.org/--mccca

